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CHAPTER I 

INNOVATIONS IN THE FIELD OF STAGE LIGHTING 

Gas Lighting: 

When Lole Puller was bom in 1862, the theatres 

of the world were using gaslight to illtiminate the stage. 

At the time of her death in 1928, electric lighting had 

supplanted the gaslight era. This transition from the 

gaslight to electricity was a rapid one, which allowed the 

technical aspects of theatre to keep pace with the changing 

trends in theatre styles and format. Prior to gaslighting, 

the theatres had used candlelight as the means of illumi

nation, a system which had been used for over three hun

dred years. The gaslight system had two advantages over 

the old candle and oil lamp systei, and was, therefore, 

favored over its predecessor. irst, by the use of many 

gas tubes, gaslight could be cnitrolled from one area, 

and, secondly, the lights could be dimmed to suit the perform

ance.^ The Olympia Theatre in London first installed gas 

fixtures for its auditorium in 1815, allowing the audience 

^Kenneth Macgowan and William Melnitz, The Living 
Stage (Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prentice Hall, Inc. 
1962), p. 3^8. 



freedom from the dripping tallow of the burning candlc.^.^ 

Also the lengthy process of lighting all of the cnjidles was 

replaced by the brief lighting of gas jets around the sides 

of the audi tor l\im. The Lyceum Theatre of London in 1817 

was the first to light both the stage and the auditorium 

by means of gaslight. This proved to be a successful prac

tice and other theatres began to follow the new trend. 

The Drury Lane was remodeled later that same year, and 

gaslighting was added with another advancement. The li.r̂ hts 

in the auditorium were controlled separately from those 

Jets on the stage.-̂  soon this gaslight system Tias being 

Installed in all of the larger theatres in Europe and America, 

and by 1840 it r̂as the common manner of stage illumination.^ 

After i860, the gaslight system could be completely extin

guished and relit by an electrical spark. The system before 

this used a flint stone to produce the ignition which required 

the technician to llcht the Instruments at the outlets. 

With the electric igniter, the technician could operate a 

small hand-cranked generator in some off stage area, allow

ing a relighting during the performance. The generator pro

duced static electricity by friction.^ This relighter • -"̂  'rr-

^Allardyce Nicoll, World Drama (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, n.d.), p. 522. 

ÎbM-
Macgowan and Melnitz, -:>. 3*̂ 9• 

^Ibid. 



the technician a further control over stage lighting. 

Lighting instruments during the nineteenth century 

were open gas Jets that were llnlced to chemically producê i. 

coal gas by means of tubing. The most -oopular instrumentn 

were borderlights and footlights consisting of close net

works of Jets. Borderlights were suspended above the stage 

floor, while footlights were usually housed in long troughs 

in the down-stage edge of the stage apron. The electric 

sparking device was located at one end of the network of 

jets and ignited one .let which set off a chain reaction 

lighting the entire system. A further d8velo-:)iient ii thea

trical lighting was ths limelight which was first intro

duced at the Paris Opera House in 1846.^ This instrument 

consisted of a direct gas jet tliat heated a block of lime

stone to incandescence, giving off a strong beam of light. 

However, two disadvantages impaired any popularity of lime

light* First, only three borderlights and one trough of 

footlights were all that was necessary to light the stage 

areat requiring only seven or eight gas tubes, but the lime

light only covered a small area, and ".r^s not used for r̂ n̂-

eral illumination* A second disadvantage was that the lime

light needed constant adjustment, requiring a technician 

to supervise each light. Some theatres did employ special 

gas Jets to light the offstage area and to illuminate 

the extreme edges of the stage, but It was footlights and 

borderlights that comprised the primary illumination of the 

^Ibid.. p. 3^* 



nineteenth century theatres.^ 

The control over the stage illumination was accom

plished by means of the gas table. All of the gas tubes 

were equipped with adjustable taps, to regulate the flow 

of gas to the Instruments. By arranging the tubes in such 

a manner that all of these taps were attached to a flat 

board, one man could control the light output of any Instru-

ment at this off stage location. This control allowed the 

uneqtml distribution of lights on the stage, which led to 

much more interesting lighting than was offered by candle

light. 

Even with the control that sas offered, the effect 

îras still a liarsh flat glare of light that was unflattering 

to the actors; however, this glare of gaslighting was not 

the only disadvantage of the system. Patrons complained 

of the odor produced by the coal gas burners. The odor 

would become so strong that the auditorium had to be aired 

out at each intermission, and the gas odor often gave the 

audience headaches and "foul** stomachs.^ In addition to 

the odor, the burning of the coal gas produced a gritty film 

on the auditorium ceiling, and occasionally deposits of 

black soot would fall on the patrons as they watched the 

perfonnances. There was always a black haze in the atmos-

7lbld. 

^IM4., p. î̂ 9. 

^Nicoll, p. ̂ 60. 



phere of the theatres. Fire was a constnnt threat to the 

theatres that employed gaslighting, a disadvantage which 

claimed over four hundred theatres and countless lives 

during this era* 

Despite these disadvantages, the introduction of 

gasll^tlng allowed the auditoriums of the theatres to be 

darkened and the means of llliiminatlon to be controlled. 

This led to the gradual movement toward the separation of the 

actors from the audience by means of a darkened house, and 

this separation was to mark the new stagecraft that was 

to come into being.^^ 

Electric Lighting 

Development of electric lighting marked the end 

of the gaslight era. Gaslight had Just been established 

when electricity began to challenge Its supremacy in stage 

lighting and the gaslight era became a transitional period 

that linked the candle system to the electrical devices. 

In 18^6, the Paris Opera House Introduced the car

bon arc light to the stage for use as a special light that 

pointed out the leading singers. The carbon arc light was 

similar to the limelight, except that it employed an elec

trical system to heat two carbon rods to incandescence. 

THhc light output of the two Instruments was the same, and 

it required constant adjustment. This carbon arc light 

was the first use of electrical lighting in the thea-

l^Mordecal Oorelik, New Theatres for Old (Neu 
yorki Samuel French, 19^0), p. 130. 



tre,ll and began the trend to electricity. 

Edison*E incandescent lamp was introduced in 1879,12 

but these first lamps were unsatisfactory for theatrical 

use until the wattage of the lights was increased. The 

develojHaent of the Incandescent lamp wac rapid and three 

years later in 1882 the Savoy Theatre installed an elec

trical system. Although this theatre still relied on the 

standard gasllghtc for general Illumination, thic marks the 

first use of electric lighting for the stage.^3 in America, 

Steele MacKaye Introduced this system to the theatre in 1883, 

when he remodeled the Lyceum Theatre In New York City; 

however, he also used gaslight in addition to the electric 

lights .1^' The Munich Electrotechnical Exposition in 1883 

was the location of the first theatre to use electric lights 

exclusively, and this eadiibit became a world wide attraction 

and was a positive factor In the adoption of incandescent 

lamps for general purposes as well as for the theatre.^^ 

As the power of the lamps increased, they were used more 

and more to light theatres without the aid of gaslight, 

and the additional advantages of lenses and reflectors 

-%acgowan and Melnitz, p. 3^9* 

^%. Gordon Garbedion, "Thomas Alva Edison," 
Collier*s EnoyclOT>edla l6th ed., VIII, 555* 

13**The History of Stage Lighting," Illuminating' 
îlt>p:ineer3̂ :̂  Fiftieth Anniversary Issue (January, 1956), p. 2. 

^̂ Iteogowan and Melnitz, p. 397* 

^^"The History of stage Lighting," p. 3. 



increased the popularity of electricity for the stage. The 

instrument, which used an Incandescent lamp as its light 

source, employed a reflector to Increase the light output 

and a lens to control the beam of light, was called a spot

light. This name was derived from the strong, narrow beam 

of light that was emitted from the instrument. 

During the three decades following I890, Lole 

Fuller, the American dancer, experimented with the spot

light to Improve its use on the stage, and by 1910 instru

ments similar to the ones Miss Fuller had developed were 

strong enough to light the stage from positions above the 

audience.^6 rjtĵ^ rapid growth of the development of electric 

lights for the stage shows the interest in technical theatre 

that was apparent during the last century and the early part 

of the twentieth. A new stagecraft had been bom during 

this era, aided by the control of gaslight and perfected 

under the glow of incandescent lighting. It was under the 

influence of artistic and technical changes in the arts 

that Lole Puller rose to fame as a dancer. She realized 

the importance of harmony between her dance and the stage 

lighting that supported the dances, and electric lights 

proved to be the best media to achieve her desired effects. 

However, Miss Fuller was not satisfied with the crude lights 

that were at her disposal, and she spent her adult life 

experimenting with lights to improve or invent new effects 

i^IMi.» P* 6. 
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needed in her dances. Since her pririary gor-.l T-ias not the 

lighting effects, but their effect on the mood of the d̂ Jice, 

she is not often recognized as a pioneer in electric light

ing, but she did bring to the theatre many lighting inno

vations tliat are now used in modem theatre practices.^7 

^^Loie Fuller, Fifteen Years of a Dancer*s Life 
(Boston: Small, Maynard, and Company, 1913)* PP. 62-71. 



CHAPTEH II 

PIONEERS OF ELECTRIC LIGHTING TECHNIQUES 

The revolution of the arts at the turn of the 

centxiry produced a new stagecraft in the theatre, involv

ing a new style of play production practices, new acting 

techniques, scenery, and stage lighting methods. Although 

certain individuals that were involved in this change are 

usually associated with a single aspect of the revolution— 

such as George II, Duke of Saxe-Meiningen with play pro

ductions, He3iry Irving with acting technique, Edward Gordon 

Craig with scenic Innovations and Adolphe Appia with stage 

lighting practices—the general trend called for a dramatic 

collaboration of all of the elements of stagecraft. These 

men are often categorized under a single aspect of the stage

craft, but they dealt with all of the elements in order to 

achieve the blend that they desired. 

The **Theatre Duke,̂ * as George II, Duke of Saxe-

Meiningen was called, assumed control of a small acting 

company in 1866, which was named the Meiningen Players. 

Prior to the Duke*s directorship, the court players of this 

tiny Germany state were unknown, but the devotion, money, 

and the new production methods introduced by Meiningen made 
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the company recognized throughout Europe.^ Meiningen 

demonstrated that stage productions need not be a poor 

collection of stage effects, but could be a true art when 

it was comprised of an integrated synthesis of all of the 

elements of theatre. Meiningen realized tiie need to have 

one man, who was separate from the acting company, direct 

the movement of all of the actors on stage; thus, he is often 

given credit as being the first stage director,^ and he was 

also an accomplished scene designer as well as a director. 

Before he directed a scene of a play, the duke would draw 

a complete sketch of the scene showing the actors on the set. 

Each move on stage was worked out before the actors reported 

for work, and this work included the background crowd scenes, 

which were often comprised of local laymen as in other com

panies. The crowds were considered an integral part of the 

complete production, and the lead of the last production may 

become a crowd member in the next production of the Meiningen 

Players. The acting and movements of the leading charac

ters were motivated and blended with the lesser characters 

on the stage, as opposed to the standard practice of this 

time when the leading man did not rehearse with the company, 

but appeared center stage and spoke his memorized lines as 

the others milled around him.^ Meiningen visualized a com-

^Gorelik, p. 1^1. 

Harold Clurman, "Acting," Collier * s Encyclopedia 
l6th ed. vol* I, 91» 

3, Gorellk, p. 1^1. 
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plete harmony of all of the production factors. Each iras 

a part of a puzzle, and each part vras needed to fulfill the 

needs of the production. The settings were closely related 

to the positions of the actors, and the details of the 

costumes and properties were planned in advance. 

Sound effects were used to heighten the emotion of 

scenes, and light was used in varying intensities to create 

different effects such as candlelight or moonlight. A 

startling effect was a single shaft of light that illumi

nated a dying man at the end of a production.^ Meiningen 

used gaslight supported with carbon arc lights until the 

incandescent lamp became useful for stage purposes. When 

the Meiningen company first played in Moscow in 1885, where 

Constantin Stanislavsky, the Russian director and actor, 

first saw them, electrical equlpaent was in use, and the 

duke carried a few instruments with his company to support 

the usual gaslight system he encoimtered.^ Although the 

duke was well versed in make-up, scenery, properties, 

costumes, and lighting, she is usually remembered as the first 

director of the modem stage, but his true contribution was 

his desire to produce theatre as a complete synthesis of 

all of the artistic elements. His work Influenced a great 

number of theatrical people—the young novices of the time; 

'*'Lee Simonson, The Stage is Set (New York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Company, 1937)» PP* 272-308. 

5lbld.. p. 304. 
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Stanislavsky, Andre Antolne, and established men such as 

Henry Irving. 

Henry Irving had already distinguished himself as 

an actor in England and America in Hamlet, which he played 

two hundred times in London in 187^1875 and one himdred 

and eight times In 1878-1879t^ before he caw the Meiningen 

Company in 1881. However, the company so affected the actor 

that he began to Incorporate the things he had observed at 

the Meiningen production. Irving began to abandon the 

common wing and drop sets, replacing them with specific sets 

to fit each production. These included the new box set, 

a setting depicting a room with the wall toward the audience 

removed for viewing the actors on stage.7 To aid the 

lllusionary effect, Irving began to darken the auditorium, 

causing a greater interest in the actors. Irving hired a 

lighting designer to travel with him and the designer would 

spend hours with his staff working on realistic effects to 

please Irving, who had the first traveling company that 

employed a separate staff of lighting technicians. These 

first efforts employed gaslight, but as electric lighting 

was developed, Irving worked with this medium with even 

greater enthusiasm.® The actor-manager became aware of an 

^Macgowan and Melnitz, p. 364-

^Hlohard Southern, The Seven Ages of Theg.tre 
(New York: Hill and Wang, 1961), p. 26̂ 1'. 

Lavirence Irving, He^rv Irvinp: (Nê-? York: Harcourt, 
Brace and Companyi 1931)» p. 240. 
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Importance in the unity of production factors, and he 

acquainted himself with all elements of theatre productions. 

He was insistent upon appropriate costumes and properties, 

as was George II, and Irving began to experiment with stage 

lighting to produce the effects he needed to support his 

realistic settings and acting techniques. Irving was knighted 

In 1895f the first actor to receive this honor.^ It is hard 

to disconnect this honor with Irving's practice of hiring 

noted historians, painters, and musicians, and his effective 

use of the Saxe-Meinlngen methods to guide his company, 

1 0 

which included the noted actress Ellen Terry. Later, it 

was Ellen Terry's son, Edward Qorden Craig, who was to 

Inspire the plaudits and criticism of all of the theatre 

world with his new stagecraft designs for the theatre. 

Craig's name is usually linked with the theatri

cal doctrine that every stage production must be an inte

grated art planned by one person who has complete control 

over every theatrical factor of the production. He was an 

actor before he began to design, but rebelled against the 

conventions of staging practices of his time. He formed 

his own school of drama in Florence, Italy, in 1913* Through 

his book. The Art of the Theatre, and his magazine, The Mask, 

he proclaimed his theatrical ideals.^^ He wrote that the 

Îfeii.t P- 301. 

^^Macgowan and Melnitz, p. 365* 

^^Gorelik, pp. 196-197* 
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theatre was not a place to exhibit any one art, but recognized 

that it called for a combination of many arts, producing an 

artistic blending of the theatrical factors. Craig's theo

ries did not, however, lead to designs that were practical 

for theatre application. They called for one nan to design 

the sets, lights, costumes, properties; direct the players; 

provide for all the sound effects; and build necessary stage 

machinery.^2 Another impractical aspect of Craig's design 

is pointed out by Lee Slmonson. He compares the stage setting 

with an actor that Craig had drawn on one of his sets; and 

by putting the drawing in scale he shows that the set would 

be as high as an eight story building. Craig's nets were 

impossible for &ny proscenium stage.^^ cralg did, however, 

Influence the theatre of his time by his theories of harmony 

in the theatre arts. 

He used the stage lighting to emphasize the facets 

of his sets, the shadows of the lighting would bring out 

the different areas of the stage. In the reproductions 

of his set concepts, it is apparent that he drew the light

ing effects into the first concept of the setting with 

shadows playing an Important role in establishing the mood 

of the play and giving the set a three dimensional quality. 

Even though the sets were impractical in their size, the 

effect of the lighting still was valid on a smaller scale. 

Craig•s ideas were Influenced by the works of a Swiss 

^%aogowan and Melnitz, p. 366. 

^^sinonson, p. 330. 
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aesthetlcian, Adolphe Appia, who published his views of the 

art of the theatre two years before Craig's The Art of The 

One of the most influential figures of the new 

stagecraft movement, Adolphe Appia was bom in 1062, the 

son of a Geneva physician. As a college student, he viewed 

the operas of Richard Wagner at the Baireuth in Germany, 

and realized that the technical aspects of the performance 

vms far inferior to the opera and that the opera called for 

a technical production the theatre could not produce. He 

began to devote his time to solving the problems he had 

observed and he became an Important influence on the staging 

of the theatre of his time.̂ -̂  His book. Music and Art of the 

Theatre, written in 1899» brought forth his Ideals in staging 

and in lighting."^^ He worked with the contrast of general 

Illumination and specific illumination, the latter being 

favored because of the control it offered over highlights 

and shadows on the stage. This control of the shadows 

could mold the set and the actors, and gave plasticity to the 

stage. He also studied color combinations of llc;lit.-'̂  In 

his writings, he analyzed the scenes from Wagner's operas, 

and commented on vriiat movement and lighting would do to 

^^Ibid.. p. 395. 

^^Gorellk, p. 195. 
l6 
Southern, p« 263. 

^^Erlc Bentley, T̂h*> PiAyv̂ ig-ht An Thinkei (New Yor]:: 
Harcourt, Brace and Company, 19^o)» P» 1^» 
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enhance the production. He called lighting an expressive 

utensil for the scene designer that is "the most important 

plastic media on the stage."^^ He analyzed the stage pro

ductions into four sections: perpendicular scenery, hori

zontal floor, moving actors, and lighted space.^^ His 

explanation of the scenes led to the teiin "paintinr; with 

light" which best described his work. The sensitivity of 

stage lighting is matched by no other element in stage 

production except the actor hlmself^^ and the electric lamp 

was the prime factor for the creation of naturalistic and 

nonreallstic theatre.'̂ •̂  Appia was one of the first theorists 

to Insist on the importance of stage lighting. 

Another theatre person who advocated the use of 

electric lighting for the purpose of "painting" the stage 

was Lole Puller. Miss Puller's dates correspond with those 

of Appia, 1862-1928, as did their Interests in electric 

lighting and its use on the stage. Lole also "painted the 

stage" with light, and was constantly experimenting to 

create new effects on the stage.^^ Similar to the other 

^^Adolphe Appia, Music and the Art of the Theatre, 
ti'ans. by Robert VJ. Corrlgan and ftory Douglas Dirks, (Coral 
Gables, Florida: University of Miami Press, I962), p. 250. 

i^Bentley, p. I6. 

^^Gorellk, p. 19^* 

^^Bentley, p. 1^. 

22puiier, p. 198. 
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theatre pioneers of the new revolution of the stage, Lole 

Puller is usiially categorized in one slnĉ lo area of the 

arts, dancing. She was priiiarily a dancer, who rebelled 

from the formal ballet of the time, claiming that this fom 

was imnatural and placed the emphasis of the dance on the 

mathematical counts of music rather than the true spirit. 

It was Lole Puller who first introduced Isadora Duncan to the 

audiences of Europe, and in turn Duncan inspired a new revo

lution in the arts: modem dance. Huth St. Dennis, another 

leader in the modem movement, and Maude Allen, the London 

modernist dancer, were both Influenced by the irork of Lole 

Puller.'^^ Although her theories had indirectly begun a 

new revolution of dance style, she was also responsible for 

bringing new methods of lighting to the theatre via her 

dance progi'ams. She was Interested in a harmony of the ele

ments of the arts, and this interest was parallel to the 

others of her era. 

^^Clare Morinni, "Lole Puller; The Fairy of Light", 
p̂ îce Index. March, 19^2, p. ̂ 5* 



CHAPTER III 

THE LIFE OF LOIE PULLER 

Lole Fuller's Birth 

Lole Puller claims to have been bom with a bad 

cold which was never cured. The cold was the result of 

her birth in an inadequately heated farmhouse Just out

side Fullersburg, Illinois on January 15, 1862.^ Loie's 

mother, Delilah Fuller, insisted on moving the small 

child into a warmer surrounding because she feared the cold 

winter at the farmhouse would be too severe. Reuben Fuller 

made arrangements for the mother and child to be moved 

into the to\m liall at tullersburg. This large, single 

loomed building bec: le Loie's nursery until the warmer 

summer months of 1862 approached. Although this 

nursery was warm and spacious, it allowed no privacy: 

many times parties and to.rn meetings Interrupted the soli

tude of her world. Thus, she was exposed to society at the 

tender age of six weeks.^ 

It is no coincidence that Lole Fuller's name is so 

^Puller, p. 17* 

^Ibld.. T5p. 16-17. 

18 
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similar to that of her home town of Fullersburg. Her fore

fathers had founded the township when they homesteaded the 

area. The township and Its agricultural vicinity vras 

inhabited by Loie's kinsmen. The Reuben Fuller family was 

typical of the mid-nineteenth century farm families. Due 

to the closeness of Chicago, however, their thinking was 

somewhat urban* Fullersburg is TIOTT incorporated in the 

Chicago city limits, and Loie's birthplace is a busy urban 

area of Chicago. This urban influence afforded Loie the 

opportunity to gain a city refinement as she grew up. 

Another Importajit influence was the Sunday meeting of the 

Chicago Progressive Lyceum which the Fullers attended 

faithfully. It was there that Loie was first encouraged 

to perform publicly. A third influence upon Loie Fuller's 

life and career was that of her mother. A very close bond 

existed between them, and Loie's inability to leave her 

mother guided her life and career to a great extent. An 

urban Influence, an opportunity to appear publicly, her 

mother*s love, and a desire to create something new and 

better formed the foundation for Loie Fuller's career 

and life. 

Lole Fuller; Child ProdlP:y 

Miss Fuller's debut on the stage occurred in the 

summer of 1864 at the Lyceum in Chicago. The event was 

somewhat humorous and mostly spontaneous. In her auto

biography, she elaborates upon the event to a great extent. 

Although she csmnot remember the exact happenings, she does 
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recall whsit her parents and friendc r3nĉ ,rkoc c.bout the 

event. During the sismmer months, Loie^s parents ooulc. 

not always attend the Progressive ncetlngs becaiuie of the 

farm labors. On these occasions, the children were rent 

to town with nelghborc or were called for by other mcmbcrr; 

of the Progressive Lyceum. One afternoon, follô ring a 

Sunday that the adult Fullers- had not attended the meeting, 

the president of the organization called upon them to both 

thank them and to congratulate them. lie irishecl to tharJ: 

them for the outstanding performance tliat Loie liad put 

forth the preceding Sundi5.y, and he liv-cd to congi^itulato 

them for having rjuch a talented daughter. Since Mrs. Paller 

had no Idea a;, to what the gentleman irac referring, oho 

a,sked for an explanation. 

The president told hers "During aji internal 
between the exercises, Loie climbed up on the 
platform, J^DAB a pretty bow as she had scon 
oirators do, and then, kneeling down she recited 
a little prayer. VHis'.t this praj'er ̂.̂ras I don't 
remember." But my [Loie's] mother Interrupted 
him. "Oh I know. It Is the prayer chc cajs 
every evening when I put her to bed.** And I 
had recited that at a. Sunday School thronged by 
free-thinkers.3 

This Sunday recital became a weekly event at the lyceum. 

It was shortly after this firnt event that Ilrs. 

Fuller discovered t'ixat Loie imd an unusually quid: mii 

accurate memory. She learned that Loie coxild retain and 

recite an entire poem, with only a few en^ors, after hear

ing It onoo. In her autobiogrŝ ph:̂ ", Loie recalls lier 

^I^X&»f P* 2i« 
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second performance at the Lyceum. It was a recitation Ox 

Iterv H^d ^ ^A%^\^ lOT^' "̂ 3?s. Puller could not remember 

a time vrhen she had read the piece to her daughter. She 

could understand hoyi a gifted two year old child could 

recite an evening prayer that had been memorized and repeated 

time and again, but to recite a piece she had not been 

taught was nearly impossible. 

She IJLole's mother] said then that I must have 
heard it read by my brother, and I reneiibor thr?.t 
it was so. From this time on I was always reclt-
inc poems, wherever 1 liappened to ir:. i used to 
make little speeches, but in panose, for I employed 
the irordc tliat were na.tural for nc, contenting 
myself with translating the spirit of the things 
tliat I recited trithout botl.iex'inr:: rmch over ijoro.-
by-word renderings. With my fiim and very tena-
cioiic memory, I needed then onl^ to hoar a pocri 
once to recite It, from beginning to end, without 
making a single mistake.^ 

This remarlcable memory vias to aid Loie Puller's future 

career when she entered the theatre. 

The foxuidation upon which this entertainer'G life 

and career was established had its beginnincs at this early 

age. The urban influence and her parents' rclir:iouG belief 

had given Loio the opportunity to attend the LyccTxii Sunday 

meetings. Hence, at two and a iialf years old, Loie Puller 

began her career in the theatre. 

In addition to her recitation: at the Lycenn, 

Lole began to appear at a number of other religiouG uootlngs. 

She added piano playing and singing to her aocomplisl:iments 

at the age of five. By this tine, Loie ̂ Tas appearing at 

^IbMM ?• 23. 
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temperance lectures,^ entertaining before the serious ser

mon was given. Her music was made up of popular hymns, and 

she was received by the Progressive group as a spiritually 

inspired singer. She was not, however, as welcome at the 

more conventional Protestant church groups. Although there 

was no outspoken attack against her, a temperance lecture 

that included Lole was boycotted by a combined Methodist 

and Presbyterian organization. Loie's performance was 

listed as one of the reasons for the boycott. This occurred 

when Loie was seven years old. By the time she was ten, 

she was a well known figure in Chicane. 

Miss Fuller gave her first temperance lecture at 

the age of thirteen. She had been associated with the 

Temperance League for six years, but this marked her first 

solo lecture. Her lectures were made up of three distinct 

sections. The first was a "wana up" section that included 

the playing of hymns with audience participation. The 

second area was devoted to selections from the Bible, aimed 

at the sins of liquor. The third section was a lecture 

that ranged from medical facts to self testimony. Each of 

these lectures were centered around the "horrible example" 

technique.^ This style of lecture gave rise to a tremendous 

5*Lole Puller," The Dictionary of America Biography> 
ed. James Hastings, IV (1937)» 59. 

^Frank Keiraode. "Poet and Dancer Before Diaghilev," 
Puzzles ^ d Epiphanies (London: Chllmark Press, 1962), 
p. 10. 
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popularity for Lole and the Temperance League. One of her 

best known lectures involved a colored chart of a human 

liver. With this chart, Loie demonstrated the effects of 

alcohol on the liver.' Using Chicago as her private battle

ground, Lole lectured two and three times a day in audi

toriums filled to capacity. These lectures comprised Loie's 

life for the next year. Because of the change in the girl's 

Interest, she gave up her lectures to become a professional 

a 

actress. 

Hiss Fuller found early fame as an actress, but 

financially her new endeavor was not successful. Although 

the first acting company that hired her was alvrays perform

ing, the overhead outweighed the income, and the actors 

were not always paid on a regular basis. Even with thic 

obvious disadvantage, Lole was able to make the company 

frirther her acting career. Since the group remained in the 

Chicago area, Lole lived with her parents, making her 

expenses negligable. Because she was one of the only mem

bers who could afford to stay with the group, she became 

one of the leading company members. Loie had many idle 

hours, but she utilized this time by studying voice and 

acting with a number of Chicago teachers. 

Because of her good publicity and through the 

recommendation of her vocal coach. Miss Fuller was engaged 

to sing by James II. Hill, a noted Chicago impresario. Mr. 

7lbld.. p. 11. 

^America Biography. IV, 60. 
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a m introduced Lole Fuller at Hooley's Opera House in I877. 

At last she was making a profitable livinij at her newly 

chosen parofession. This second job was a highly successful 

vent\ire for the novice actress. She stayed there for a 

few montha, and enjoyed a great deal of publicity. At 

the beginning of the fall season of 1877, a confident 

Loie Fuller headed for the Hew York Stage.9 Loie was only 

fifteen and had been an actress for little more than a year. 

Her mother accompanied her to New York City.^^ 

The managers In New York City were not as greatly 

Impressed with the fifteen-year-old girl as she had anticipated. 

The first year in the city proved to be a great disappoint

ment to both Loie and her mother. New York theatrical jobs 

were not easily available and she was forced to earn her 

wages outside the city. She found the answer to her finan

cial problems by doing ln;̂ enue roles on "the road." She 

might have maintained this life for a number of seasons if 

it had not been for a nearly miraculous event that happened 

to her xfhen she was sixteen. 

Lole was enjoying some success with her roles on 

tour but she had not received a great deal of money. At 

ÎbM. 
^^It is broiight out in Lole Puller's autobiography 

that her mother accompanied her everywhere '̂ he went until 
the elder's death in I9O8. Loie's devotion to her mother 
played an Important part in the dancer's life and career. 
Fuller, pp. 38, 152, 2^3, ^75* 
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this time it was announced that the great French traged

ienne, Sarah Bernhardt, was going to make an appeai^ance upon 

the New York stage. Lole wanted to see her performance 

"more than anything in the world. "^^ She quit the tour

ing company and with her mother .started tot/ard New York 

City. The newspapers were printing columns upon columns 

about Itoe. Bernhardt's arrival, and it was announced that 

all available seats were sold* Hundreds of people were 

offering high prices in order to get a ticket. Lole felt 

that she had to see this famous woman. 

At last the famous day arrived. A steamer, with 
delegations and an orchestra aboard, went dof/n 
the bay to meet her. All that impressed me 
greatly. I saw in it gentiine homage rendered to 
genius. She had come at last. She was here. 
If I could only see her. even from a distance— 
from a great distance. 1^ 

Loie's chances to view her heroine seemed to be Impossible. 

However, events began to change when the New York actors 

circulated a petition begging Mme. Bernhardt to ^ive a 

matinee in order that they miiTjtxt honor her. Mme. Bernhardt 

consented to the performance. Although the audience was to 

be made up of notable artists, Lole was determined to gain 

admission to see her idol. At the theatre, she walked 

into the manager's office, which was marked "No Admission", 

demanding a ticket. The amazed manager, not only gave her 

two tickets, but also Invited her to come rjid see him 

^^Ibld.. p. 85. 

^^Ibifi., p. 91. 
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for a possible engagement. Mme. Bernhardt's performance 

made a lasting mark on Loie. "Although I could not under

stands 'Je t'aime. .le t'almei' They vrere like the notes 

of a crystal bell resounding In my consciousness".^3 

Loie was not one to let any opportimity pass her 

by, and she was quick to return to the manager's office to 

accept his invitation for a possible engagement. He offered 

her a job in the burlesque. Little Jack Sheppard. She was 

hesitant, but accepted the role. She was cast in the title 

role of Jack Sheppard, a young man. Appearing in the same 

cast was Nat Goodwin, a popular comedian at that tine. The 

play was Loie's first New York success as an actress. After 

a number of months in New York, Loie joined the show's 

touring company.-̂ ^ Charles Frohman, a highly successful 

theatre manager, was impressed by the versatility that Loie 

demonstrated, and he hired the actress for ;I. Hider Haggard's 

Ŝ ae. Capitalizing upon her newly acquired fame, Lole 

formed her ovm acting company and began to tour. She had 

become a success as an actress and was now her own boss at 

the age of twenty-one.^^ 

Although such experiences would scarcely lead one 

to believe that Lole would one day rival her idol, Mme. 

Bernhardt, she had gained enoiigh experience to play Camllle 

^^Morinni, p. 43» 

^^America Biography. IV, 6l. 

^^Iblfi' 
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once. This role came to her because she iTas the only 

actress available that could master the lines on four hours 

notice. During this time she met Colonel William Hays, 

[sic] nephew of Rutherford B. Hayes. He was very kind 

to her, lending her money for expenses. He supplied the 

money for the touring company. In May of 1889, they signed 

a contract of marriage. "I, William B. Hays, in the pres

ence of God, do take Jjole Puller for my lawful wlfe."!^ 

Her touring company met with some success in the 

United States. It presented tliree shows in repertory, 

generally unlmuaglnative interpretations of popular plays 

of the period. Loie realized that the United States was 

completely saturated with traveling companies, so she 

moved her troupe to a land with a greater opportunity, 

South America. Thl^ decision tmrned out to be a mistake. 

The tour ended in disaster and bankruptcy. Lole and her 

mother were able to get enough money together to get pas-

r̂ age back to New York, but most of the company was not that 

fortunate.^' 

Shortly after her return to New York, a London 

manager contacted Miss Puller requesting an engarcencnt for 

her touring company in London. The "̂ ompr̂ jiy** vras scattered 

from iv̂cw York to "̂.io dc Janeiro, but she accepted the offer 

^°The variant spellings of Hayes and Hays were not 
explained in Clare Morlnnl's article, p. k7. Whether William 
B. Hays tias a maternal nephew of President Tin yes ic of minor 
Importance to this report. 

"̂̂ Ibld.. p. ̂ 8. 
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just the same. She rounded up a group of actors, and they 

rehearsed on the boat, opening in London in 1889> with a 

show entitled Caprice.^^ The show was not a success and 

again this "manager" was financing a jobless acting company. 

A few weeks later, however, the company was given the oppor

tunity to tour England. This tour was not a profitable 

one, and Its manager was eager to give up the venture when 

she was offered a leading role in the New York production 

or pr. <̂ \̂ k̂, n,p,^9 

Despite the fact that there was no church ceremony, 

and it was proven by Lole that she and Hays never lived 

together. Hays did not seem to ever lose Interest in his 

unusual bride. He followed her to London and financed her 

company there. He also went to New York after Loie and her 

mother. Loie filed suit against her husband in 1892, 

accusing him of bigamy; she had discovered he was not 

divorced from his previous wife, Amelia. Loie won the suit. 

The case was settled out of court for ten thousand dollars 

but a second charge, this one for perjury, sent Hays to 

Sing Slng.^^ 

^le Fuller Begins Her Dance Career 

py. Quack. M.D. was scheduled for the Columbia 

i8^eyloa Biography. IV, 62 

^^Ibid.. p. 61. 

2^Morinni, p. M . 
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Theatre In 1890. This was Oscar Hammersteln's first season 

as owner of this theatre.^"^ Her co-stars were Mr. Will 

Rising and M. Louis de Lange, two popular actors of the day.22 

After rehearsals were under way, the author decided to add 

an entirely new scene. In this scene, the evil Dr. Qxiack 

was to hypnotize an unsuspecting young widow, played by 

Miss Puller. Hypnotism was a popular subject at that time. 

To give the scene exactly what the author had in mind, the 

director asked for mood music and a stage illumination of 

an eerie quality. The electrician was asked to place green 

lamps among the footlights in order to achieve the effect 

that xms sought. Miss Fuller was unable to purchase any 

ner: costtimes since she had used all of her costume allowance. 

Forced to search through her oym clothing to find something 

suitable for the scene, she found a skirt of sheer white 

silk i5Lnd cauze, which she believed to be an authentic Indian 

temple dress sent to her by a young British officer she 

had met in London. Lolo made her debut as a dancer at an 

out of tô Ti tryout in a small New York tovm, xmmentioned 

in her autobiography. The scene was not intended to become 

a dance debut, but it did serve the purpose. 

At the end of the play, on the evening of the 
first presentation, we gave our hypnotism scene. 
The stage scenery representing a garden, was 
flooded by a pale green light. Dr. Quack made a 

^^Vlncent Sheean, O^oar Hammerstein I (New York: 
Simon and Schuster, 1956), p. 60. 

.^^Fuller, p. 30. 
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mysterious entrance and then began his work of sug
gestion. The orchestra played a melancholy air 
very softly, and I endeavored to make myself as 
light as possible, in order to give the impression 
of a fluttering figure obedient to the doctor's 
orders. 

He raised his arms. I raised mine. Under the 
Influence of sug.a:estion, entranced—so, at least, 
it looked—with my gaze held by his, I followed his 
every motion. My robe was so long that I was con
tinually stepping upon it, and mechanically I held 
it up with both hands and raised my arms aloft, 
all the while that I continued to flit around the 
stage like a winged spirit. 

There was a sudden exclamation from the house: 

"It's a butterflyl A butterfly!"^3 

Inspired by the audience's spontaneous outburst, Loie and 

Mr. de Lange began to improvise upon the scene. He ran 

around the stage in a short, quickened step and his vic

tim followed with her cloth wings waving in the green light. 

The audience responded to the dance and cheered the scene 

with thunderous applause. 

The play traveled for about six ireeks, then it 

played at Hammersteln's theatre in New York. Although the 

hypnotic scene received favorable notices, the show was 

unsuccessful. The New York Times called the scene "remark

able" and noted that the new dance sensation f̂ould lead to 

the revival of the formal ballet, but this xms not enough 

to save a show that was labled uninteresting.^^ The 

downtot-m theatres would not give this show house space. 

Consequently, the company biHJke up. Miss Fuller, never 

one to be content with defeat, tried to get a manager to 

engage her to perform only the dance scene, which had received 

^^;bld.. pp. 30-32. 

2^The New York Times. September 1, 1890. 
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good notices. Although the idea seemed to be a good one, 

the managers would have nothing to do with one, short, good, 

scene from a long, bad, play. Loie was unable to interest 

anyone in her proposal. This was a disappointing experi

ence for the actress, but she had decided to give up her 

acting career in favor of her new endeavor, the dance. 

During the next three months, Ijole developed a complete 

dance style, that was first brought to her attention by 

the means of a happy accident. 

"The Great Discovery" is a subtitle taken from 

Miss Puller's book Fifteen Years of a Dancer's Life. It 

refers to her first realization of a new dance form that 

called for the combination of lights and dance. Lole had 

been repairing her now famous Hindu skirt when she put it 

on over her nightgown in order to check her mending work. 

The mirror in the room was placed opposite the only windows. 

Lole stood between the mirror and the windows as she 

checked the mending. The windows were covered with a thin, 

deep yellow curtain and admitted a flood of amber light into 

the room. The strong light from behind her gave her gown 

a translucent effect. "Golden reflections played in the 

folds of the sparkling silk, and In this light my body was 

vaguely revealed in shadowy contour."^^ She was excited by 

the changing light patterns upon the flowing silk. As she 

placed the silk in motion, she created dance-like steps and 

movements. Different gestures and sweeps altered the lights 

25Fuller, p. 33. 
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as they played on the folds of the gown. Her hypnotic scene 

:̂:!̂om Dr. Quack. M.D. had developed into a new innovation of 

dance technique. 

During her stay in New York, Lole had made friends 

with two well-to-do women, Mrs. Hoffmann and her daughter, 

Mrs. Hossack. Mrs. Hoffmann was a widow living with her 

daughter's family on Long Island. Lole revealed her new 

dance to these women. Occasionally they would visit Loie 

and her mother in order to see the progress Loie was making. 

Their visits became more frequent, and Lole began to depend 

upon their criticisms and suggestions. They would vratch as 

she moved through the sun-filled room, and ask Loie to hold 

certain poses or repeat certain gestures. The moves that 

seemed most expressive were repeated over and over again 

until it was set. These were combined to create basic 

patterns of dance. With the cooperation of these women, 

Lole could systematically calculate each movement of the 

silk as it passed through the light. She studied the 

movements and placed them into twelve basic patterns. She 

visualized each pattern in a different hue of light. For 

example, one particular number was to be done in green light, 

while another called for a red hue. One number was visual

ized by Loie as being presented on a darkened stage with 

one shaft of yellow light. 

The use of colored lights and flowing robes formed 

the basis of Lole Fuller's new dance. From this beginning 

she formed a simple basic theory of dance art, striving to 

create an emotion within her audience by the use of pro-
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jected color upon the flowing costume of a dancer. In 

order to achieve this effect, she experimented with all 

available light projection techniques at her disposal. 

Her experiments lasted from I890 until her death in 1928. 26 

Fifteen Years of a Dancer's Life 

When Loie had i:>erfected her twelve dances, she 

proceeded to find a theatre nianap;er that would engage her 

for a performance. She was shociced at the reception tliat 

was given her. The managers Imew her TJGII fro:! her acting 

days, but they uere not interested in he?j ar> a dajicer. A 

typical reaction by the mrmapers to Loie's neir endeavor is 

recorded in her book. 

"You a dancer! VJell thats too rsoodi When I 
w€ant you for a theatrical part I'll look you 
up with pleasure, but as far as dancing, zood 
heavens! When I engage a dancer she will have to 
be a star. The only ones I knoif arc Sylvia Gray 
and Lettie rind in London, iou cannot outclass 
thcQ, take my vjord for it. Good evenin::;."27 

Lole strove to find a sympathetic manager to aiiaition lier 

dance, but none were available. A number of them explained 

to her that she had lost her fame as an actress on the 

lî -'itimate stage because of her two-year absence. i-ilGS 

Fuller was depressed, and her need for money alaont caused 

her to give up her i<lea of dancing• Pinally, a nrjiar:er who 

had refused to consider her as a dancer consented to an 

interview—thanltc to the arguments of a corjio?! friend. 

This was her first opportunity to denonstrate her dance 

^^iorinni, j)V' ^5-51. 

^^Fuller, p. 33-
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outside her 3room. She and her mother were now living with 

Mrs. Hoffmann and her daughter. Mrs. Hoffmann's daughter 

accompanied Lole to the stage entrance on the night of her 

audition. The theatre manager was present, but the stage 

was bare, and a single gas jet lit the auditorium. There 

were no lighting effects, no piano for accompaniment, and 

dressing room facilities were not available. The chance to 

show her dance was a poor one, but it x̂ as her only chance. 

Lole slipped her costume on over her street clothes, hummed 

a popular song, and began to dance. As she moved, she tried 

to Interject lighting effects and color to the bored manager 

sitting restlessly in the straight orchestra seat. The 

boredom l̂as quickly replaced with an Interest in the show 

upon the stage, and the manager arose and climbed upon the 

stage. Lole realized that his interest was heightened, and 

she finished her number in a grand manner. 

I continued to dance, disappearing in the dark
ness at the rear of the stage, then returning 
toward the gas jet. Finally I lifted part of 
my robe over my shoulders, made a kind of cloud 
which enveloped me completely and then fell, a 
wavering mass of fluffy silk, at the manager's 
feet.^^ 

Shortly after this audition, Lole joined the manager's 

company and toured th« country for six weeks. During this 

period, Lole was supposed to be featured on the program 

according to her agreement with the manager. The oppor

tunity was not afforded her, and she threatened to quit the 

28 IMil-f P* 37. 
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tour. The manager, however, promised a top billing of 

"Lole Fuller's Serpentine Dance". This satisfied Loie 

and she finished the six weeks tour in Brookljm without being 

named on the program, but appearing in "The Serpentine 

Dance."29 

In New York, Loie was able to do her dances as 

she had first imagined them. Due to the limited facilities 

in the touring theatres, pî jper lighting was not always 

available. The New York house allowed her to darken the 

auditorium as was the custom of those theatres, and she 

was able to obtain colored lights. Each dance was supported 

by the electrical devices that Loie Fuller had imagined in 

her room over a year before. V/hen the curtain opened, 

a capacity crowd viewed Dole's New York dance debut. Her 

final number vras met with a tremendous applause. The 

new "Serpentine Dance" set to a new air, "Au Lion du Bal," 

was the outstanding hit of the musical review of 1890, 

Uncle Celestin.30 However, this fame turned into bleak 

despair and personal failure for I.oie Fuller. 

The program which was to feature Loie Fuller's 

Serpentine Dance, had omitted her name. This error might 

have gone unremedied except for the fact that Marshall 

P. Wilder, an American humourist, was present in the first-

night audience and recognized his friend Lole Fuller. He 

called out her name so that all could hear. "When the 

^^Morinni, p. ̂ 1. 

^̂ ToTiyn Tattle (New York), September 3f 1890, as 
cited by Kermode, p. 21. 
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audience discovered that the new dancer was its old favourite 

comedian, the little soubrette of a former day, it ga e 

her an ovation such as, I suppose, never another human being 

han received."31 The next morning brought an unbelievable 

happiness to Loie Fuller. The newspapers were full of her 

name and the glories of the "Serpentine Dance." 32 »*Loie 

Fuller's Wonderful Creatlon"33 stated one paper. One critic 

was quoted as saying '̂ Loie Fuller has risen from her ashes. "3^ 

The New York Times however, did not give her name.35 with

in the week, larger-than-life lithographed posters made from 

Loie's photographs were all over the city. Letters a foot 

high proclaimed "The Serpentine Dance". One Important 

omission was obvious—Loie's name was never mentioned in 

the advertisements. The theatre manager seemed completely 

undisturbed when she confronted him with a threat to leave 

if her billing was not altered to suit her. He calmly 

informed her that she may leave whenever she Trlshed, and that 

he had taken "precautions" in case she did not wish to stay 

in the production. She proceeded to the Madison Square 

Theatre and informed the manager of her situation. He 

offered her one hundred and fifty dollars a week, which 

31puller, I'p. 38-^2. 

32'̂ ovm Tattle (New York), October 26, 1890, as 
cited by Kermode, p. 23. 

33,̂ pirit Of the Times (New York), October 26, 1890, 
as cited by Morinni, p» ifl. 

3^Charles Haynes, Spirit of the Times (New York), 
October 26, 1890, as cited by Morinni, p. ̂ 1. 

35»rhe New York Times. October 26, 1890. 
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was three times her present salary, and featured billing. 

Loie accepted and planned to open the following night, 

October 2?, 1890. That evening, October 26, the manager 

of the first theatre announced the opening of the "Serpentine" 

of Miss Anne Brant.3o The Serpentine Dance had been stolen. 

The manager at the Madison Square Theatre was not 

pleased by the news of the other "Serpentine Dsunce" and 

Informed his new attraction that he could not afford one 

hundred and fifty a week for a n\mber of which he did not 

have exclusive control. Therefore, he reduced her salary 

nearly fifty percent. The announcement of another "Serpentine 

Dance" at the Casino Theatre lessened his interest to an 

even greater extent. Lole was obligated to accept the new 

conditions and she had the unique privilege of being the 

first and the fourth "Serpentine" to open in Nevr York. In 

one month over ten "Serpentines" had appeared at one time 

or another in New York.37 Many used the name of Lole Fuller. 

The relationship between Loie and the Madison 

Square Theatre became closer as each of her Imitators failed. 

This friendship lasted until an unfort\mate event ended her 

engagement at the Madison Square Theatre. At the manager's 

request, Lole opened the Don't Think Club in New York City. 

The program was to be a private affair, but a New York 

36rjj«he New York Times announced three Serpentine 
dances in the issue of October 29t 1890. Miss Fuller and Miss 
Anne Brant were the only two names mentioned. Brant may have 
been the girl iriio opened In Loie's place, as noted by ilorinni, 
p. 43, or she may have been the Serpentine at the Casino, a 
third theatre. 

37 Kermode, p. 12. 
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reporter found his way into the audience. The following 

morning Lole was presented a newspaper with an article 

headed: 

"LOIE FULLER OPENS THE DON'T THINK CLUB" 

The article went on to describe the "immoral affairs and 

orgies" which took place after the dance. The reporter 

further Implied that Loie Puller had been Involved in the 

events.38 This incident ended the Madison Square Theatre 

engagement.39 

There were not too many engagements open to dancers 

in NevT York at this time, and with the scandal still fresh 

on the public's mind Lole was not in a good position. 

Fortunately an unexpected job opportunity arose. Some 

time before, she had given a benefit performance at a 

German Theatre in New York City, and a manager, who had 

been In the audience, offered her a contract to tour Germany. 

She had refused, because of her loyalty to the Itodison Square 

Theatre manager, but now she was free to accept. The mana

ger was quick to reopen his offer when Lole suggested it to 

him. 

The manager went ahead to Berlin, in orci.er to arrange 

the tour. Miss Puller and her mother followed about two 

weeks later. The special robes for her new dance creations 

38puiler, p. 'fP. 

39Morlnnl writes that the divorce of Colonel Hays 
and Lole Fuller Hays was also a headline article at this 
same time. This was another factor that led to ^^ie's 
departure from the United States. 
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had just been completed, md she intended to use the boat 

trip as a rehearsal period for her new dances in iierlin. 

The ship was supplied with color lamps, used for jripnallng, 

and a stage vxas rigged on the bridge of the ship. Tl>c 

Atlantic ocean served as a background. New effects were 

created and perfected. The shir)-board debut was a success. 

"The enthusiacra of passencers and crew Imev; no bounds and 

I felt that I had talcen my first step in the conquest of a 

new world. "''̂^ 

I/5ie*s arrival In Germany uao a dlGa^rDointment; 

she discovered that her manager had not planned any bookinr-n 

for one month. Her first engagement was scheduled in a 

music hall in a somewhat shabby part of town, while the 

original agreement had called for an opening at cui opera 

house. Loie was not pleased with the arraigcncnt and 

refused to display any of her new dances. Instead she only 

repeated her NCTT York routine, and her Luropc :'i debut was 

met with little enthusiasm. In America, she could refuse 

to play certain theatres, but in Europe she xms under 

obligation to perform where the Eiana,:or Trished. She wor>ld 

liave broken her contract, but the month of inactivity in 

Germany had left her T/ithout resources. After an unsuc-

2or3sful opening, the German manacer informed Loie that he 

no longer needed her cervices, and he .̂ras not coins to 

continue her contract. The manager eabar̂ .cd t̂ ith a nexf 

^^-uller, p. ̂ 7. 
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oompajoy for America, leaving Lole and her mother with just 

enough money to pay their hotel bills. The music hall 

engagement had only about a week to inm. There was no 

other engagement.^1 

Mr. Martin Stein, an American promoter traveling 

through Germajiy, came to her rescue. He was able to help 

her financial situation. Mr. Stein aecured a dozen per

formances in one of the beer gardens in Altona, a resort 

near Hamburg. From there, Loie was able to get an engage

ment in Cologne. This marks the low point in Loie's career. 

She had to dance during an intermission between "an edu*-

cated donkey and an elephant that p3.ayed the organ. "^^ 

Pinally Lole was able to pay her debts, and she headed for 

her secret goal—Paris. 

"ParisI ParisI At last Paris"^3 is the manner 

in which Lole expresses her delight at arriving at the city 

of her dreauns. In America, Lole had appeared bet̂ reen the 

acts of the opera, and she assumed that she could achieve 

this same position in Paris. While in Berlin, she had 

contacted "The National Academy of Music and Dancing, " 

in Paris. Before going to her room at the Grand Hotel, 

she asked her new manager, Mr. Stein, to contact M. Pedro 

Gallhard of the national Academy. Loie had assumed that 

^^;bid.. pp. ̂ 3-50. 

^^Ibld.. p. ̂ 9. 

^3ibld.. p. 51. 
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an organization with such a name as the Academy's would be 

highly Interested in a dance innovation. She v/as greatly 

disappointed. This organization was strictly a ballet 

company which frowned upon what they considered "outlaw 

dancers,'* such as Loie Puller. 

Mr. Stein had contacted M. Gallhard as Instructed, 

but with little success. Galliiard, who did not want Loie's 

act, made impossible requests, offered no money, and gua.ran-

teed her only foxir performances per month. These terma 

were presented to Loie by Mr. Stein at their first dinner 

in Paris. Loie did not take long to make up her mind to 

try again, but at another theatre. After dinner, she, 

her laother, and Mr. Stein went to the Folles-Bergere.^^ 

Mr. Stein had suggested this theatre when Loie was still 

in Germany. His suggestion was not heeded at the time 

because Loie had her mind set on the National Academy of 

Music and Dancing. 

To their horror, they were confronted with huge 

placards advertising the ctirrent Folles production, "The 

Serpentine Dance." The party went into the theatre and 

sat down to see what this "Serpentine Dance" had to offer. 

Finally she came out. I trembled all over. 
Cold perspiration appeared on my temples. I 

^"The Folies-Bergere was not the most respectable 
entertainment in Paris, but 'La Belle Americaine* became a 
popular idol in Parist to such an extent that the question
able theatre was transformed into an artist's shrine, even 
women and children flocking to see her in the wake of 
writers, artists, and sculptors." Morinni, p. 43. 
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shut my eyes. When I reopened them I savr there 
on the stage one of my contemporaries who, oovn^ 
time before, in the United States, having borrowed 
money from me had neglected to repay it. She 
had kept right on borrowing, that was all. But 
this time I had made up my mind to force her to 
give back what she had taken from me. Presently 
I ceased to want to do anything of the sort. 
Instead of further upsetting me, the sicht of her 
soothed me. The longer she danced the calmer I 
became. And when she had finished her "turn", . 
I began to applaud sincerely and with great joy.^^ 

After this performance. Miss Fuller went to the manager, 

M. Marchard, asking for an Interview. 

The only people at the interview were M. Marchard, 

his wife, Mr. stein, the orchestra leader, Lole ejad her 

mother. Using Mr. Stein as an interpreter, niss Fuller 

talked to M. Karchard. She wanted to know why he had 

hired a second rate imposter, and if there were any other 

imitators in toim. M. Marchard explained that there were 

four or five "Serpentine Dancers" in Paris during the first 

of the season, but now with the season only one month old, 

all of them had met with financial defeat. He had to keep 

up with the other managers of Paris; therefore, he hired 

the "Serpentine" Loie had observed. He also stated that 

he was not happy with the poor houses she was bringing, 

and was not too interested in procuring a new "Serpentine". 

Nevertheless, he did consent to watch her dance. Lole was 

reluctant to perfoî n, but Mr. Stein insisted. 

This audition was similar to Loie's first dance 

interview with the New York manager two years before. 

^5pTiller, p. 43. 
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The stage was illuminated by only the white glow of the 

footlights, and the orchestra was composed of a single 

violin. The manager was Impressed by her audition to 

such a degree that he agreed to engage her as soon as 

the imitator's scheduled performances ended. This arrange

ment was not satisfactory to Loie. She 1 -listed that she 

must replace her imitator, not follow her act. A compromise 

was reached. Loie was to appear under the name of the 

imitator until new publicity could be circulated, and her 

dances could be coordinated with the orchestra and the 

electricians. The Imitator was paid and she left the 

theatre.^^ 

Eight days later the general rehearsal was held. 

Lole had planned to present five dances; her famous 

"Serpentine" and four new dances: the "Violet", the 

"Butterfly", the "White Dĉ nce", and a fourth experimental 

dance. At 4:00 A.M., the electricians refused to continue 

with the rehearsal. These men had been at her disposal 

since early in the afternoon. The only time they had 

received away from the rehearsal was that they might operate 

the technical needs for the evening performance. Lole had 

not dreamed of stopping for anything. The procedure was 

a very long and slow one. First, Loie would demonstrate 

the dance. Then she would explain what effects she wanted 

and where the effects were to be used. After a great deal 

^̂ ;ibld.. pp. 45-48. 
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of time and energy, the electricls»̂ :s would have evorything 

in read.iness. An ascistant would '^^hen walk ar<>u.n<<. tlie stage 

in a slow imitation of the dance, and Lole would carefully 

check each effect. Often she olianged effects, or I'ouio 

Gometlnec try new ones. Thic procodure -ra;' looeated for 

each donee. The men had taken extro;::o ahwse froa this 

unproven attraction, and left Lole dancing around the stage, 

demonstrating her fifth dance to oji empty auditorium. Lole 

was furious and refused to open without her lar̂ t dance, 

but, in the face of the manager's threat to cancel her 

contract, oho yielded*̂ ''' 

The fifth dance was rehearsed the next morning at 

Loie's request, and It was scheduled for opening night at 

the Folies-Bergere. Her description of the opening night 

is another example of Loie's enjoyment ii expressing the 

enthusiasm of her audience. 

When the curtaAn fell after the fourth dance, the 
applause was deafening and the music that served 
as prelude to dance number five could not be heard. 
Upon the manager's order the curtain was raised 
again and again, and the plaudits continued to 
deafen us. I had to yield to the inevitable; it 
was impossible, and useless to keep on dancing. 
The four dances, with the encores, had lasted 
forty-five minutes and, despite the stimulus 
of great success, I had reached the limit of 
my strength.^° 

The success she achieved was only heightened irhen 

she introduced new dances to her public. Dance number five. 

^^Kermode, p. 18. 

^^Puller, p. 58» 
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irtiich was not presented at the opening night, Tms the first 

or her new dances to be presented. She titled the work 

"Fire Dance." All over Europe and again in America she 

was Imitated, but not very successfully, largely because of 

the extreme care she took to keep secret the technical 

apparatus upon which she depended. She wrote tlmt the 

usual audience at her performances was every evening 

"lost amid a crowd composed of scholars, painters, sculp

tors, writers, and ambassadors."^ She recalls an event 

in i^lch Paris students escorted her home, shouting loudly 

as the parocession proceeded to her home. The police halted 

the parade, but gave Loie's admirers an escort when they 

found out that it was the popular La Lole being honoured.^^ 

At the time of her success at the Folies-Bergere 

she was praised by the sculptor Rodin, t#io declared that 

she was "a woman of genius, with all the resources of talent." 

He further praised her as an artist who "painted nature 

with the colors of Turner. "51 xn his introduction to her 

autobiography, Anatole France called Lole Fuller "marvelously 

intelligent", and said that it vms her unconscious art 

abilities that really counted. "She is an artist, . . . 

the chastest and most expressive of do-ncers, beautifully 

inspired, who remained within herself and restores to us 

^%ermode, p. 21. 

50pullcr, p. 60. 

^^ermodc, p. 48. 
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the wonders of Greek mimicry, the art of thoce .101ions, at 

once voluptuous and mystical, which interpret the phenomena 

of nature and the life history of living things."^^ Rodin 

also related her work to the pact as did France: "She was 

the woman of the famous Ponpelan frieze."^3 r̂îo foremost 

chemists of France, Pierre and r=Iarie Curie were among the 

dancer's friends. i4any artiste of I-aris Trcre ur.lns Miss 

Fuller's dances as their subject, most notable perhaps was 

Toiaouse-Lautrec. Lautrec's lithograph is probably best 

knorm, but Lole preferred a poster by Jules Cheret, a 

French journalist.^^ Emma De Roquer Calve^ the operatic 

soprano, came to Loie after a performance of her "Fire 

Dance." "Its wonderfull Ix>ie, you are a genius.'*-̂ 5 

This tribute was given by the great singer at the zenith 

of her ope2:̂ tlc career.-^" 

Loie's second season xfas another successful one 

for the American in Paris, but due to a lawsuit brought 

against her, the greater per cent of her income was assessed. 

The lawsuit was the result of a broken contract between the 

dancer and a Russian manager who arranged a tour through hie 

•̂ Ânatole Prance, Introduction to Fuller, p. vli. 

53Kermode, p. 53* 

5^Ibid., p. 19* 

55puller, p. 6I. 

^^"Emma Calve'^, Collier's encyclopedia. I6th ed.. 
Vol. v., p. 183. 
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country for Lole. This p€irado::ical situatioi: of cuccejs 

without reward was to last for three years until Lole irac 

able to fulfill her debt. Loie's theatrical fame spread 

from France to other European countries. At thic time, 

lx>ie became a close friend of Princess Marie of Romania, 

who became Queen Marie in 1910. The Princess was of English 

birth and she welcomed the opportunity to meet :;omeone who 

oould converse with her in her native ton̂ ûe. The two 

women became fast friends, and it was xlarie of Romania 

who was instrumental in introducing her friend to royalty 

of Europe. 57 

Loie was commanded to perform before the court of 

Romania. She vras in Bucharest with a touring coup?-iiy. 

That evening Loie v?as asked to dance over and over again. 

After the twentieth dance, Loie -was completely exhausted. 

The Princess realized her selfishness and begged her to cto:;. 

It-was during this engagement that Loie's cori2:)any was 

stranded in Bucharest, and Lole visited the Princess in 

order to ask for a loan. The loan was granted, and Loie 

found a friend that she could rely upon for coijipajiion-

shlp and flnaiiclal ald.^^ Throtigh the influence of Marie, 

Lole dajnced before Queen Victoria of England, the Queen of 

the Belgians, the Archduchesses of Austria, Queen Alexandria, 

^̂ Fiiiler, pp. 73-84. 

^Ibifi., p. 83. 
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and the Shah of Persia.59 

Sarah Bernhardt returned to Lolc'c life when she 

came to one of loie's performances at the Folies-Bergere. 

Lole met her in person for the first tine and the two 

exchanged congi^tulatory remarks. Later Ttoe. Bemliardt 

returned to ask Loie to aid her electricians in lightinc 

her new play. Loie was awe-struck at her idol's request, 

and she eagerly went to the theatre and ezrplained her ideas 

to the electricians. Loie received no credit for her help 

but It r^aalned a cherished memory in her llfe.60 

Lole acc-in became a theatre manager. She financed 

a number of European touring companies. Isadora Duncan, 

one of Loie's most noted protegees. vias Introduced to 

European audiences in this manner. Isadora was the only 

occidental In Loie's first Japanese company. ilacla.n iievada, 

another American dancer in Ê irope, Introduced the young 

dancer to Lfi Loie. and because Lole liked the girl, she 

made her a feature in her touring company. Isadora remained 

with the tour for a very short time before she ventured 

out on her own, because she viae not Interested in staying 

with a company that had another leading attraction, Sada 

Yacco. Yacco had already gained fame in America., and 

brought her troupe of thirty people. This tour proved to 

be such a financial burden liOle was forced to claim ba.nk-

59ibld., pp. 167-21. 

^Qlbld.. pp. 95-99. 
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ruptcy before the company had fulfilled only half of its 

bookings. ̂1 

Hanako, another nrot̂ g:ee of Loie Fuller, was the 

feature of her second Japanese company. The company toured 

Europe, and Its leading star, Hanako, gained a great deal 

of fame. She also left Loie's company, ac had Isadora 

Duncan previously, to become a solo star. However, she 

Tms not successfia in this venture. She did not have any 

business sense, and her lack of knowledge of any European 

language made her position difficult. Tiro years later 

Lole found Hanako working In Holland at a very Xcm salaa^. 

Loie again sponsored this girl, but this time the company 

was made up of Hanako and only four others. Loie wrote 

four plays centered around Hanako. This troupe did gain 

success, and f3rom this troupe Hanako toured the United 

States under another manager."^ The poet William Butler 

Yeats honored Loie's companies in his poem. Nineteen 

Hundred ^ d Nineteen, although he refers to the troupes as 

"Lole Fuller's Chinese Dancers."^3 M. Jules Claretie ̂ rrote 

a long article praising Loie as the woman "Who gave Europe 

Sada Ylacco and now has presented a new wonder in Hanako. "64 

^iAllan Ross I^acDougall, Isadora; A Revolution in 
^ t and Love (New York: T. Nelson and CompaJiy, I960), pp. 70-

^^Puller, p. 273. 

^3Kermode, p. 22. 

^Jules Claretie, as cited by Fiaier, p. 221. 

CEXAS TECHNDLDfl lCAL CDLLEGa 
1-IBRARX 
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As Loie's farac grê r greater, her announced ill-

health became a trade-*mark, as she continuously claimed to 

have a cold l̂ orderinr: on pneumonia and any weather, hot 

or cold, disturbed her.^5 she took elaborate precautions 

pgainst headaches, and Informed the press that she wac; 

threatened with paralysis.^^ Every performance ended with 

what looked like a total collapse. Isadora Duncan, who 

never* really forgave Lole for her improper "send off" in 

Europe, elaborr.tes on Loie's hypochondriacal ojndition. 

She tallcs about visiting Loie in Berlin, and she tells about 

seeing her in a ::iaGnificent apartment at the Hotel Bristol. 

Loie \ms Gurrounded as usual by cxi entourage of 
beautiful girls who were alternately stroking 
her hands and kissing her. nere -ran an atmos
phere of warmth I had never met before. The girls 
iru?.intained ice packs on I/)ie's back constantly 
during the visit,^and she complained bitterly of 
pain in her back."' 

Miss Duncan goec on to expresc her great curprisc when she 

learned that this ̂ ns interrupted because Loie lir.d to 

leave for a performance. 

Loie Fuller danced all over Europe, although 

her dances were limited to the Western Europe during 

World War !• After the xmr she began to promulgate her 
/TO 

dance theories by opening her own studio in 1920."*^ The 

65Korlnnl, p. 45. 

^^his anxiety occurred shortly after her mother's 
stroke. The correlation bet̂ reen her mother's Illness and 
her present fear wa;:; a ccMmnon thing in Loie Puller's life. 

^̂ IsarV̂ ra Duncan, Kv Life (Garden City, New York: 
Garden City Publishing Company, 1927), p. 91. 

^^Th? H^W yprfe nm^» July 3, 1920. 
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school had as many as seventy-five to one hundred students. 

They all received personal tutoring from the creator of 

"The Serpentine." Loie becajne somewhat of a strict task

master. Ilr. E.J. Hicol, whose aunt helped finance Loie's 

school, was suspended from the studio at the age of five 

for inattention during a long rehearsal. She became famous 

for her all night sessions.°^ This school continued after 

Loie's death until 1940, i^en the German occupation closed 

it. However, a Loie Fuller ballet appeared in a modem 

French film Femmes de Paris in 1958, to mark a rebirth of 

the dancer's theories.70 

It is interesting to note the difference between 

the inspired Loie Fuller of 1907 > and the hard "pro" of 

1920. M. Jules Claretie wrote a long article in Le Temips 

on November 5> 1907. In this article he deccribes a part 

of a rehearsal he observed. 

I have been to the Theatre de Arts, [sic] Boulevard 
des Batlgnolle at a private rehearsal, which Miss 
Loie Fuller invited me to attend. . . . I seemed 
to be vjatchlng a wonderful Impresario, manager 
of her troupe as well as mistress of an audience 
giving her directions to the orchestra, to the 
mechanicians mechanics with an exquisite polite
ness, smiling in the face of the Inevitable 
nerve-racking circumstances; always good natured 
and making herself obeyed, as all real leaders 
do, by giving orders in a tone that sounds like 
asking a favor.71 

^%ermodo, p. 21. 

71puller, p. 286. 
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M.P. Jourdain, a French joumallGt of the twenties, reported 

on one of the rehearsals conducted by Miss Fuller at her 

studio. 

She did not tal:e off her coat, but sat on the 
stage, placed the ice pack on her neck, stuck 
her fingers in her ears, and signaled the con
ductor to begin. She then followed his Gestures 
with her eyes, taking care to hear as little as 
possible of the noise she had unleashed. Then 
she went back to her carriage.72 

The Death of Lole Fuller 

Lole Fuller died on January 2, 1928. She vrould 

have been sixty-six years old in thirteen days. The cold 

that she had feared for so long had finally developed into 

pneumonia, and she died in her hotel room in Paris, not 

many blocks from the room in which her mother died in 1908.73 

Loie's funeral was held in Paris on the fifth of 

January, attended by scores of her students and admirers. 

A representative of Queen Marie of Romania gave the eulogy. 

Most of the greats tliat had heen Loie's friends had pro

ceeded her, including Isadora Duncan, who had died a few 

months before. The newspapers in London, New York, and 

especially in Paris, carried long tributes to the deceased 

dancer. However, Phillip Carr, of the New York Times, vrcts 

the only one to mention Lole Puller's contributions to 

modem lighting.7^^ 

7%ermode, p. 24. 

73ibid«. p. 23. 

7^Phillip Carr, The Hew York Times. January 19, 1928. 



CHAPTER IV 

LOIE FULLER'S EXPERIMEITTS III LIGHTIIIG 

Lole Fuller's Dance Theories 

Colored lights shining upon the flowing folds 

of a silken costume accentuated Loie Fuller's first dance. 

The effect came as an accident during the hypnotic scene 

of Dr. Quack. M.D.. in 1890. The actors were trying to 

convey the idea the b Loie, playing a lovely widovr, was 

being placed under a spell by the evil doctor. As the 

tiro actors moved in a dance-like pattern aroxmd the stage, 

a verbal rumble stirred in the audience. The performers 

were amazed as members of the audience shouted out to their 

companions, "It's a buttciTTlyt It's a butterfly! It's 

an orchidi"^ The stage was lit with an eerie green glow, 

created by a number of green lanterns placed among the 

footlights. These were lanterns of the type used by 

ships and trains for signaling purposes. The stage was 

dimly lit and the actors would alternate from an area 

void of light to areas of green light which emerged from 

the stage level, reversing the shadows on their faces. The 

reason that the scene did not convey the author's meaning 

^fuller, p. 17• 

53 
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was the costume worn by Lole Fuller. She had chosen the 

authenlc Hindu Temple Dress for the scene, and the flowing 

silk of the skirt In the green light completely captivated 

the attention of the audience. Although the scene did not 

accomplish the desired effect, the two actors Involved 

realized they were in the only scene that liad dravm applause; 

therefore, the scene became expanded nightly and more dance 

movement was added. The scene soon developed into a separate 

dance performance at the end of the play. 

After the show closed, Lole was unable to get a 

booking for her dance as a sole attraction, but she did 

not give up her plans to become a dancer. Her new endeavor 

became involved with experimentation with lighting effects 

after she aco^dentally observed a lighting phenomena in her 

small hotel room. The dancer was checking a repaired tear 

in her silk Hindu skirt, when she noticed the effect that an 

amber light had upon her gown as she stood before the mirror. 

10 light, which was being filtered through yellow drapes, 

filled the room with a strong amber glow. The light source 

was at the dancer's back as she peered Into the mirror, 

and it lent a translucency to her silken gown. In this 

room, she began to experiment with the effects of materials 

in motion under light, and the emotional effects of certain 

planned movements and poses. The light in the room varied 

as to the time of day, giving Lole the opportimity to view 

the effects of changing intensity of light. These two 

accidents—the reaction to the hypnotic scene and the 
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reflection in the mlrror-^gave rise to Loie Fuller's dance 

career and her dance theory. The theory, when fully 

developed by Its creator, vras a complex one. Although 

it was not simply stated by the dancer, she did indicate 

her dance ideas by a number of statements referring to 

movement, music, and light and color. The best statement 

that can be derived is that she believed in the expression 

of nattiral harmony of movement, music, light, and color. 

All of her experiments were striving to obtain this hannony. 

Movement 

**Hotlon 1ms been the starting point of all efforts 

at self-expression, and it is faithful to nature. In 

experiencing one sensation, we cannot express another [sen

sation] by motions even when we can do so in words."^ Lole 

meant by this statement that the physical reaction tras 

always a true one, while the verbal response could often 

be manipulated by the mind. Ilan-made languages are under 

the control of the conscious mind; therefore, '*since motion 

and not language is truthful, we have accordingly prevented 

our powers of comprehension. "3 This truth in motion applies 

to the dance: "What is the dance? It is motion. What is 

motion? The expression of sensation. What is sensation? 

The reaction in the human body produced by an impression or 

^Ibid.. p. 22. 

^Ibid.. p. 72. 
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an idea perceived by the mind."^ These viewpoints were 

considered somewhat radical. The dance rebel adhered strongly 

to the principle that dance should be true to the natural 

surroundlnss of man and the natural physical reactions of 

unsophisticated maaiklnd. Man, who has become civilized, 

has placed himself in a cage of inhibitions and has strayed 

from the truth of nature. He cannot perceive his world in 

a true lights and it is the dancer's task to convey nâ ture's 

true meanlns to the audience. A dancer, who is true to her 

art, will "cause the emotional birth in the spectator's 

mind, to awaken his imagination.'*^ 

According to Miss Puller, the only element of her 

dance theory which had reached a maturity Tiac the art of 

musical composition and intei^retation. 

In its earliest stage music was only natural 
harmony; the noise of the waterfall, the rumbling 
of the stora, the gentle whisper of the trest wi % 
the muirmur of the water courses, the rattling of 
rain on dry leaves, all the sounds of still water 
and the raging sea, the sleeping of lakes, the 
tumult of the hurricane, the soughing of the wind, 
the dreadful roar of the cyclone, the crashing of 
thunder, the crackling of br&-nches. Aftemards, 
the singing birds and then all the animals emitted 
their various sounds. Harmony was there; man, , 
classifying and airanging the sounds, created music.° 

^pid.. p. 20. 

^iMfi-f P- 71* 

^Ibld.. p. 66. 
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In her earlier statements, she believed that the dance 

should be the motivating factor and "in general, music ought 

to follow the dance. "7 Later, the dancer >'egan to adapt 

her movement to music, allowing the aelodic progressions to 

be the Initial Inspiration. In cither case music was a 

factor harmonious with the movement of the dancer, and 

indicated a form for emotionally inspired choreography. 

After Lole had included the possibility thr.t music may 

inspire the dancer, she i-frotei "True dance ic the movement 

of the dancer, incited to follow the harmony of music with

out special preparation."" Music was the advanced element 

in Loie's theory, because she believed that the music of 

her time was capable of re-creating the true tones of nature. 

Music had come through its primitive stage, and had been 

classified and perfected so that the mood of the original 

sounds could be reproduced. Debussy's Î , 4̂er ŵ as often 

cited by the dancer as the epitome of perfect music, and 

she dedicated a dance to this selection^ Massenet was so 

struck with Loie's doctrine that he gave her unrestricted 

performing rights to his music without royalty. The ballet 

of this period strove for ^a unnatural form with each 

musical note calling for a corresponding motion, more "regu

lated by the meter, than the spirit of the music."*9 

''ifeiii-f P* ̂ 9. 

Morinni, p. 40. 

^Puller, p. 70. 
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Light and Colo:̂  

Miss Fuller had accidentally discovered lighting 

effects that led to her dance career, but she was not to 

rely upon accidents for her later tests. She had a scien

tific outlook on lighting and its controllable aspects, 

and since this field vxas In its "infancy as an art," as 

Miss Fuller stated, she felt that her experiments were of 

great significance to the theatre. In an attempt at 

humility she explained her position: 

If I have been first to employ coloured lights, 
I deserve no Gpecla.1 praise for tMt. I cannot 
explain the circiamstances; I do not know how I 
do it. I can only reply, like Hippocrates Tjhen 
he was asked what time wasi "Ask it of me," he 
said, "and I cannot tell you; ask it not and I 
know it well." It Is a matter of intuition, of 
instinct and nothing else.^^ 

She believed that sensation of color was late in develop

ment because "each individual waits until he is aged before 

he develops his sense of color. "-̂ ^ She also conjectured 

that when man is bom he is blessed wl -h sufficient visual 

powers; therefore, he concentrates on the development of 

his other senses* In so doing, he ignores the fact that 

beauty is a ,jlft perceived through his eyes, and in his 

civilized manner, he concentrates on the necessities of 

vision rather than the beauty of color. In later life, 

man begins to develop the sense of color that has been dor-

^^Fuller, p. ^6. 

3̂»ybld.. pp. 66-67. 
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mant in his soul. Mankind preoccupies himself with the 

necessary uses rather than the perception of beauty. 

Colour so pervades everything t:mt the whole 
universe is busy producing it, everywhere and in 
everything. It is a continued recurrence, caused 
by procesnes of chemical composition and decom
position. -̂^ 

The dance theorist intended to be one of the first to alter 

this situation. She wished to present beauty to man so that 

he may be awakened* Her aesthetic object was based on a 

scientific idea. It Is surprising to read her definition 

of color and light, since it has such a strong scientific 

basis. 

Colour is disintegrated light. The rays of light 
disintegrated by vibrations, touch one object and 
another, and this disintegration, photog-raphed in 
the retina, is always chemically the results of 
changes in matter and in beams of light. Each 
one of these effects is designated under the name 
of colour.^3 

The definition found in her autobiography is probably 

borrowed from a ccientiflc friend. Whether it is her def

inition or not, it was tmderstood by the dancer, and she 

placed it into practical utilization. 

The lighting pioneer realized that constant experi

mentation was the only way to master the new art form. 

She would work day and night on effects and employed as 

many as ten electricians to help her in her work. One 

production, "Clouds", required over thirty men to operate 

^̂ j:bld.. p. 65. 

i3^bld.. p. 68. 
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the lighting.i^ Constant reseajrch and testing were the 

keynotes of Miss Fuller's career, and her life irr.s dedicated 

to these principles. 

Use of Colour 

The first use of color in Kiss Fuller's theory 

was for the creation of the proper atmosphere for her 

choreog3caphy. Her first dances were very short combinations 

of gestures and poses. JEach complete combination was num

bered, and each numbered "dance* called for a specific color. 

As long as her experiments were confined to her bedroom, 

she could only Imagine the lighting effects upon her 

moves. She had witnessed the reaction of an audience view

ing a scene in a green glow, and she had seen her robe 

illuminated by an amber light in her bedroom; but the oppor

tunity for further experiment was not at her disposal. She 

was not able to experiment until she had established hor 

dance at the Madison Square Theatre. These lighting tectr: 

were only trials until she vras established two years later 

in Paris at the Folies-Bergere. Her dance routincc were 

static, having one light effect accompanying a numbered 

dance, until she vias able to have time to really visTXalize 

the effects. At the Madison Square Theatre, she began to 

vary the sequence of lighting cues during the dance pro

gram, relying on her friends to Infona her of the effects 

that she could not see. This \ms a random variation at 

l^ermode, p. 18. 
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first, but soon she began to categorize each effect. ';lth 

twelve basic dances and four choices of color to light the 

stage, for example, she would have for-' --eight combinations. 

The number order of the dances could also be varied to create 

new effects; thus, her possible combinations were greatly 

Increased. Her first dance, "The Serpentine," consisted of 

five basic parts, each having its own color glô r. The open

ing was in a bath of yellow light, and the followlnc scene 

was in red. The first scene was the beauty of the Garden 

of Eden, while the second, and longest section, was the 

advent of evil and its triumph. The green scene following 

depicted the death of evil forces in the garden. The blue 

scene tras one of reconciliation of God and mankind, while 

the last scene vias similar to the first, bathed in yellow 

light.•'•̂  Color was to establish the mood of the scenes. 

Loie experimented with audience reactions to different 

colors and tried to set a definite ratio of color to emotions. 

She went as far as to hire blind beggars from the street 

and to test their sense of color. She classified these 

men into two groups—those who had become blind since 

birth, and those who were bom blind. She questioned each 

person to great length to establish what color meant to them. 

Her conclusion was that those blind at birth had no concept 

of color and it was of no Importance to life, but those who 

^^Fuller, p. 21. 
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had Imoivn color seemed to have a vivid aeiuory of it.^" 

She also placed these men in rooms with different colored 

windoifs admitting the only licht, in order to test their 

aoods, reactions, and movements while being questioned. All 

of this was a part of her experimentation in uood and atmos

phere created by colors. 

In the quiet atmosphere of a conservatory -;-lth 
t;reen class, our actiono are different froi those 
in a coapartment with red or blue glacis. But 
usually we pay no attention to this relationship 
of actions and their causes. These are, however, 
thincs tliat iiust be observed Mhen one dances to 
an accompaniment of liglit and QUGIC properly har
monized. ̂7 

These experiments lasted all of her life. In 1920, o'\c 

e:cperi:-iented with the Pathe movie conipany, striving to 

develop a color medium into the notion pictures. Those 

efforte were comprised noGtly of filiiinc dance sequences 

and projectinf'- the processed filra throur:h a color filter. 

These Path^ movies were not made public, but -.lerc solcl:/ 

in-the-laboratory experl lentation. -̂  ' 

An eoscntial part of Lole Fuller's lood lighting 

TTaei that of color projected on different -laterials. VJith-

out the dancer on the ntage to interpret the lir.hting, 

^%orlnnl in her article for Dance Index states 
that these experiments were inspired by the new methods of 
psychology that were popular at the turn of the century. 
Miss Puller iias by no means Interested in establishing 
another school of psychology; on the contrary, her only 
Interest vras to obtain natural and truthful reactions to 
mood coloring. Morinni, p. k5» 

^^Fuller, p. 68. 

l%orlnnl, p. ̂ 5-
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the mood will not be conveyed to the audience; therefore, 

a dancer must interrupt the bean of ll:̂ ht in order to 

express the theme of the dance. As Stanley McCandless in 

later years refers to actors as "secondary lighting instru

ments",^^ Loie Puller realized this same relationship between 

her dancers and lighting, referring to her dancers an 

"Instruments of lights."^^ The costume of the dancer 

was also used to Interpret the atmosphere. Each texture of 

cloth can be used In contrast to another material to strengthen 

the mood of the dance. **The idea of dyeing and painting 

silk in terms of abstract color and not of pattern seems, 

undoubtedly to have been Puller's otm."^^ These dyed silks 

became a commercial success, still remembered as "Li'̂ erty" 

silks. Mr. E.J. Nicol, nephew of one of Lole Puller's 

financial backers. Miss A. Nolan, credits Loie with having 

an influence on Edimrd Gordon Craig in hie conceptions of 

22 
theatrical staging. This observation referred, not only 

to her use of silk and other materials, but also her thea

trical lighting innovations. 

The "Butterfly Dance** serves as an excellent 

example of the use of different materials under lights. 

The costtaae had a tremendous cape that was made up of a 

half circle of cloth. The cape was a dull, mauve muslin that 

^^Stanley McCandless, A Method of Lighting: the Stage 
(New Yorkt Theatre Arts, Inc., 1932), p. 3« 

^^Kermode, p. l4. 

^^Ibld.. p. 16. 

^^IfeM., p. 17 
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did not reflect a great deal of light. Eig:it slLk butterflies, 

ranging from a two foot wing span to a four foot span, were 

loosely attached to the cape, and the under side was fully 

lined with a multi-colored dyed silk. When the dancer first 

appeared. It looked as If eight butterflies fluttered 

around her as she moved. During the dance, the cape was 

quickly reversed, revealing one enormous butterfly with a 

rainbow of color for its wings. 

striving for different effects, Lole worked with a 

number of materials and dyes. She dealt primarily with 

silk as a contrast to muslin, and transparency of dyes 

as a contrast to the opaque quality of paints. Costumes 

were made of one or laany materials and some were ciir.-.geable 

on stage, as the "Butterfly" costume. These experiments 

were continued after Loie's death under the auspices of 

Miss A. Nolan, the financial backer of the studio. Miss 

Nolan en;Joyed a wealthy old age on the p3?ofits she gained 

from her sales of the "Liberty" silks. Before the death 

of Lole, she vjas in charge of all the experiments concerning 

the dyeing and painting of costumes.^^ 

The mood of Loie's dance -was often varied during 

the dance. The first dance, the "Serpentine", had five 

distinct parts. Each was divided from the preceding by a 

color change in the lighting. The changing of color during 

the performance was another variable element that was the 

^3ibld., p. 19. 
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subject of raany of Loie's experimentations. One nove or pose 

coiild have coujitless meanings according to the color of the 

light. For example, a dancer running back and forth across 

the stage in white light could mean any number of things, 

but under red light it could mean terror and fear, while 

under blue it tms exultation.2^ 

When Loie and her mother visited the Notre Dame 

Cathedral in Paris, Lole became obsessed by the many colors 

of light that fell on her handkerchief. She realized that 

the stained glass windows filled the church with many colored 

pools of light. The dancer zot to her feet and began to wave 

the cloth in the air, then rushed up and doym the aisles 

waving the cloth through the pools of color. Her inspir

ation led to her expulsion from the church, but it is a 

typical example of her Inability to cease her quest for new 

lighting effects. 

In her experiments with the blind, Loie used two 

systems of examining the effect of color chance on the men 

she questioned. One method was to have the color in the 

room changed as she Interviewed the person. Another 

method was to talk about objects that can be associated 

with a single color and then change to another color asso

ciation. For example, she may ask the blind interviewee 

of "red" words as fire and sim. She would note any changes 

in attitude. Impatience, degree of relaxation, and like or 

^TThis example is cited from a dance sequence of 
Lole Fuller. Morinni, p. k2. 
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dislike.25 These observations led to her choice of color 

sequences for her dances. Her crude changes from one sec

tion to the next with a white light Interlude was no longer 

acceptable. One color blended into the next ac the dance 

progressed. Another manner of changing color uan to have 

a number of light areas on the stage, and the dajicer moving 

from one area to the next. As her dances matured, her 

lighting effects became integrated elements of her dance, 

rather than mere spectacle. Harmonious relationships of 

music, movement, and light were the primary aspect in 

her experiments and the area of vê rying colors on the stage 

was the first to be mastered before slic could continue. 

In 02*der to harmonize all of the elements, iliss 

Fuller attempted many things, most of xfhioh were not success

ful* The most successful method came as the by-product of 

another effect. In order to maintain designs of cloth in 

the air, liOie began to enlarge the capes and wings of her 

costumes. She would hold sticks In her hands in order to 

extend her reach. This extension allowed her to construct 

"wings" that had a span of over fifteen feet.^^ Later she 

supported light silk by a network of wire that wotad allow 

her to shape these appendages. This wide span enabled the 

dancer to stand in one colored j.igiit iione while the wings 

^^Kermode, p. 20. 

^^Morinnl, p. ̂ 2. 
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would extend into other light areas, and by enlarging the 

area in which the dancer and her moving robes occupied, a 

unity of color and movement was achieved. This unity vras 

very limited in Its scope and was not highly effective. 

It was an accident that opened the viay for any advancement 

in this area of lighting control. 

An electrician "the worst for strong drinl̂ ",̂ ''' 

instead of lighting the stage as the performance was 

scheduled, with one color at a time, mixed the lights at 

random. Lights from one side of the stage did not corres

pond with the lights from the other side; thus, the colors 

were mixed as they struck the dancer. Lole was furious 

and fired the electrician. His error cost him his job, 

but beoaiise of the favorable reaction of the audience, 

the mistress of lights began to experiment with this neif 

color concept. 

Thus, Lole Fuller gained the knowledge of addi

tive coloring with the use of lights. Additive coloring, 

as it is called in modem theatre practices, is the basis 

of standard lighting in our present theatres. Every lighting 

area on the stage is illuminated by two or more Instruments, 

affixed with different hues of color. By the proper place

ment of the Instruments and selection of color media, the 

lighting designer can control the amount and color of the 

highlights and shadows of the actors forms.^^ It is this 

^7pearson's Weekly (London), December 1, 1920, cited 
by Kermode, p. 19. 

^^Morinni, p. ̂ 1. 
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basic lighting aspect that was accidentally achieved by the 

drunken electrician. Once this ability tias in her realm 

of lighting devices, she began to try out many effects using 

the system. She arranged lights across the stage in order 

to imitate the color scheme of a rainbow. The red faded 

into yellow, the yellow into green, and so on until a deep 

blue formed the opposite botuidary of light from the beginning 

red. later she began to alter the lights in this rainbow 

and use only titjo or three colors at a time. She could dance 

in an area that tias lit by a red and a green light, and slve 

the appearance of having an amber hue with red and green 

shadows. By employing a great number of combinations, 

Loie's lighting effects were a mystery to her audiences 

and her imitators. This vras the needed breakthrough that 

allowed Loie to achieve the true harmony between lights and 

dance that she had dreamed of for ten years. She now had 

"perfect" harmony of artistic elements. The recorded evi

dence of her complete light effect is quite impressive. 

The orgies of color were so wonderful as to 
leave objection mute. Light came from every 
side. La IiOle danced upon glass, from which 
the vivid splendor of the headlights tms re
flected, while from the wings, stage and orches
tra, T«>nderful luminous streams seemed to floiy 
toward her. With the rhythm of the music the 
colors changed, and where white ruled before, 
there vias a kaleidoscopic vision. Violet, orange, 
purple and mauve movements succeeded in rapid 
succession until a rich deep red dominated the 
dancer, and she became, for one brief moment, a 
living rose, with palpltatlnb heart ana flying 
leaves. Then the hues of the rainbow came from 
all sides, and ranged themselves upon the ever 
moving draperies. Every fold had its tint and 
scheme of color Intensified by the surrounding 
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darkness until the eye could scarce!:' bear to 
look. Just as the strain was becoriing alriost 
intolerable, the colors disappeared, there \7e.s 
a white flash of appalling brilliancy, and La 
Lole faded under diaphanous drapery.^^ 

Use of Sr>otlir-ht.̂  

Color to create a specific mood; the reflective 

qualities of various materials and dyes; effect of changinG 

colors; and additive color mixtures wore the four basic 

areas of Loie's experiments concemins color harmony trith 

the dance. There were, hovrever, many other experiments 

being conducted simultaneously with the above four. The 

different e::perlments overlap greatly into one another, 

Djad distinct boundaries cannot be derived. 'j.lc:nj device^ 

depended on the development of others. These experiments 

in color led "the fairy of light"^^ to the use of spot

lights. Her aspirations could not be fulfilled by the 

floodlighting of the troughs of electric lamps tliat were 

common in the theatre of her time. She needed control of 

light; therefore, her experiments in the use of spotlights 

began as early as her work with mood color. Her sixth 

dance of the original twelve vlances called for a "'stage 

completely darkened except for a single beam of yellmr 

light." The dancer was to leap into the light, and then 

disappear into the darkness. The single beam could only be 

^^London Sketch, November 23» 1900, cited by Ilorinni, 
p. ̂ 5-

30Morlnnl, p. M . 

file:///7e.s
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achieved by a spotlight. 

She inaugurated her use of spotlights by placing 

two lamps on the stage surface. The lamps were on either 

side of the stage, focused on the central area of the stage, 

and they projected the same color on the dancer. Later 

she began to devise means of raising the Instruments from 

the stage level, placing them at various heights from the 

stage level to above the prosceniiim arch. She added more 

lamps In order to Increase the number of lighting levels 

and to add more colors, which resulted from her experi

ments in changing mood colors. Pinally, through the mis

use of her scheme, the drunlcen electricl?Ji gave her the 

principle of additive color.^^ 

Spotlights were not a highly developed lighting 

device when Loie Puller first began to experiment with them. 

The carbon arc and the calcium block light were the most 

popular methods for producing a strong beam of light. The 

Incandescent lamp spotlight vms still a plaything tliat 

found little use in the theatre.^^ In order to use these 

lights, Lole had to own her Instruments and hire a staff 

of electricians. 

A skilled electrician has to go ahead to cut 
the floor properly and to lay the wires. When 
this is done I can go to work. Sometimes I use 
ten lamps, sometimes sixteen, again twenty, 
and I have used as many as thirty-four, and it 
requires a skilled electrician to run each of 

3^Ib4^., p. ^3. 

32"The History of Stage Lighting," pp. 2-^. 
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them. . . .33 

By 1900, Lole had her own laboratory in which to conduct 

her experiments. She xuas able to iuprove the lens of the 

spotlights with the help of II. Camllle Plammarion, tlic 

eminent French astronomer. He gladly served as her chief 

counsel involving optometries, and with his aid, she iras 

able to improve the efficiency of the spotlight, which 

became her best source of illriminatlon. Plammarion designed 

a "magic lantern" projector for Loie's use on the stage. 

The astronomer also donated his observatory to aid in Loie's 

experiments with the blind.3^ 

The floodlight, or borderllght, system enr̂ ;ulfed the 

stage producing an tmcontrolled haze of light that v?as 

monotonous for a complete evening's performance, while 

spotlights lit only the area tliat was necessary to the 

dance. The focus of attention could be directed to the dancer. 

The colors oould be varied with the use of tinted glasses 

and colored gelatins.35 -phe changing of colors could be 

easily accomplished by the spotlights with a smoother blend 

of effects. Before additive color was discovered, the mis

tress of light would have tliree separate pools of light in 

order to create the multi-color effect with the extended 

material wings. The flood light system could, by no means, 

33puller, p. 56. 

3^Ibid.. pp. 118-127. 

35Morlnnl, p. 45. 
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give her a number of colors on the stage; therefore, without a 

spotlight, additive color mixture would never have been 

discovered. 

The use of spotlights did not cease at this point. 

The position of spotlights became very importejit. The ele

vated lights gave a different effect than those on the sta-c 

level, and lights from behind, or to the side of, the figure 

varied from light that was omitted from the fore stage arc .36 

One dance, which vxas performed to Debussy's "Nocturnes" 

opened with the dancer bathed in light enitted from behind 

so that "the folds of cloth appeared to have a transpar

ency, but the dancer's features were completely darkened."37 

(This is rim light or back lightina in modern stage term

inology.) The effect was one of Loie's many -'secrets*' of 

lighting.3S 

The "Fire Dance" astounded the populus trith a new 

lighting device. A loosely draped figure appeared on the 

stage; she stood above a red glass, and was illuminated 

from belô r. The light filled her robes trith a red glow. 

She stood in blazing embers, find did not buyp; 
she exuded light, >ias herself a flojae. Erect in 
her brazier she smiled, and her smile x-jas the 
rictus of a mask under the red veil that enveloped 
her and which shook and waved like a flame along 

^^te^rt^fi Bli9f;pfipHyi iv , 60. 

37Kermode, p. 21. 

3^The technical advances that - .re bom in the Loie 
Fuller laboratory wore guarded cccrets. This tras her only 
moans of frustrating her Imitators. 
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her lava-nakedness.39 

Prank Keinode quotes Yeats' "Byzantium" in reference to 

this dance { 

. . . blood-begotten spirits come 
And all complexitieG of rai*;̂'̂  leav*-̂ ; 
Dying into a dance. 
An agony of I;ranee. 
An agony of flame that cannot singe a sleeve.^^ 

Clare Morinni, referring to the same dance, gives Loie Fuller 

credit for the first use of indirect lighting. 

One of her new dances, a "Fire Dance", was 
particularly popular, because of the effects of 
flame and smoke produced by dancing on a pane of 
glass lighted fx'Ô  beneath. This innovation, 
a pioneer realization of indirect lighting, was 
acclaimed as an effect greater tlian Bayreuth, 
and vras the direct Inspiration for the Toulouse-
Lautrec lithograph.^^ 

The use of the spotlight and the proper positioning of the 

source of light are more examples of Loie's determination 

to produce a perfect union of light, music, and dance. She 

^ms determined to use every poocibllity at her disposal. 

^VPlQ^tioW 

It >fas in 1905 that Loie, with the assistance of H. 

Plammarion, had begun the construction of her own "magic 

lantern" projector. It was first used in "The Land of Visions" 

In I9O8, and by 1910, projected scenes and symbols were an 

39pearson's Weekly (London), December 1, 1920, 
cited in Kermode, p. 19. 

^^^iilllam Butler leats, "Sailing to Byzantium" 
The Tower. 1928, cited In Kermode, p. 21. 

^%orlnnl, p. 21. 
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integral part of the programs of the first lady of light.̂ '"̂  

The projector cast images upon the cyclorama, behind the 

dancers. It used glass slides v:lth iaar,>"s draini on the 

glass with liquid gelatin. The slide was composed especially 

for the dance it supported. For her tribute to the Curies, 

"Badium", she used two projectors. Slides of iridescent 

color were pi^jected upon flowing silks. First one pro

jector was employed to light the silks, then the otiier was 

superimposed. The first slide was witndraTni.^3 a?his vras the 

process utilized to change the patterns on the background 

of silk. 

In the ballet of the "Clouds", the students of the 

innovator of dance and light performed in front of a pro

jection of the moon's surface. Photographic plates of the 

stars, planets, comets, and the moon's surface were avail

able to her through her friend M. Plammarion. He also made 

startling photographs of Halley's comet in 1910, which 

Lole was at liberty to use. These scenes projected behind 

the dancers gave Miss Fuller a countless number of themes 

for choreography.^ During her dance to Debussy's La Mer. 

her dancers were hidden under long expanses of sillc moving 

in time with the music, and giving the whole stage a feeling 

of the sea. On the cyclorama, a projected scene of the sea 

^^ermode, p. 18. 

^^IM4«. P- 26. 

^Morinni, p. ̂ 5. 
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coast of northern France dominated the setting. At one 

time a likeness of the music's composer ims visible, super

imposed on the sea coast scene.^5 

"The Dance of the Mirrors" gave the audience a 

view of eight Loie Fullers dancing on the stage. The mirrors 

were each tinted a different color, rendering an even more 

supernatural effect to the viewers. During the dance, the 

positions of the mirrors were changed. Only the center 

section of the audience oould observe all the Images at one 

time in their first position. Position number two allowed 

one side of the house to observe all of the images, while 

a third position was directed at the remaining seats. The 

shifting of the mirrors was Intended to be an act of cour

tesy, but a different interpretation resulted. When the 

mirrors were in their first position, the members of the 

audience at either side could only see five or six of the 

dancing Imagesi when the mirrors changed, two or three 

dancing figures seemed to appear from noxxhere, while the 

center and other side sections experienced what seemed to 

be an exciting disappearing act. This phenomena became one 

of Loie's treasixred devices for her solo numbers after 

the founding of her dance studio.^^ 

Shadows cast upon the cyclorama were another kind 

of projection that occupied much of Loie's experimental time. 

^^ermode, p. 22. 

^Morinni, p. ^ . 
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Her "Ombres Gî ĵantesques" had all of her dancers being 

ruled by a huge hand that moved as the dance progressed. 

The hand would become larger when it tjas necessary to quell 

the uprising of the "slaves" in the dŝ jicc. The ''sla.ves" 

revolted only to have a crushinr; foot to replace the hand.̂ *̂  

Shadows played an important part of Loie's dances, ond she 

preferred rhadm^ projections over other forms, because the 

shadmr could dance along with the artists on the stage. 

The disagreeable aspect of these shadows was the absence 

of color; therefore, she began to experiment xrith coloreo. 

shadows. A variation of additive color mixture turned out 

to be the answer. I<oic would project two colors on the 

cyclorama, one from each side of the stage. If, for c?rjar.le, 

she used red and green, the color en the cyclora2aa irould be 

a dull amber. If a shadow vjas cast from the red side, a 

green shadow would appear on the amber background. These 

colored sliadows were another of Loie's innovations in thea

trical lighting.^^ 

The development of moving pictures sent the light 

impresario back to her laboratory. She developed new sil

houette and shadow effectr )v-sed on cinema tecliniques, 

particoilarly the cinema on relief. In this technique, the 

light sources were arranged in such a manner as to project 

many shadox>rs of unseen dancers on a screen between them and 

'^^Kermode, p. I7. 

^^Ibld., p. 19. 
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the audience. When the dancers moved toijard. the light 

source, their shadows would become so large tha.t they 

seemed to engulf the audience. Lole made her last appear

ance In the "Shadow Ballet" in London in 1927.^9 

Fluorescent S^\t.^ 

One of Loie Fuller's most Interesting friendships 

Tjas with !'larie and Pierre Curie. Her acquaintance with the 

Nobel prize winners commenced when she wrote to them con

cerning their discovery of radium and its amazing effects. 

The report that radium emitted a pale magical glox̂r fas

cinated the mistress of lighting. She was determined to 

use this phenomena to create a new ds.nce sensation. Loie's 

idea was to create butterfly wings of radium. The Ciiries 

explained to the dancer that this would be highly imprac

tical, due to the extreme weight, the mineral nature, and 

the expense of radium.^ In reply, Lole wrote "I liave only 

one means of thanking you for having answered me. Let me 

dance one evening at yo\ir house."-51 

The Curies accepted her offer, but wore amazed at 

the troupe of electricians and the femme du lumjLne in person 

that arrived at their home early in the afternoon. Loie 

had transported all of her effects to the Curie living room 

^9Morinnl, p. 50. 

5lEva Curie, Madame Curie, trans. Vincent Sheean 
(Garden City, New lorkt Doubleday, Doran, and Company, 
Inc., 1938), pp. 232-233• 
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for this single performance. That night she returned, and 

before the Curies, a few friends, and the Curie children, 

"The Fairy of Light" appeared in their hCHne, lighted as if 

it were the Folies-Bergere. The Curie children never forgot 

the evening, and Eva Curie ends her account of it in her 

book by describing the whirl of colors and light that filled 

the room, and the delicate movements of the dancer."̂ ^ 

Although her dream for "wings of radiim" was 

impossible, I/>ie Puller was net to cease her experiments in 

this area. Her friendship with the Curies nurtured her 

first attempt to attain her "magical glow" by the use of 

fluorescent salts. This material was extracted from the 

same ore, pitchblende, that contained the Curies' radium. 

When the compounds were mixed with paint pigment, they 

would glow as if heated to a low Incandescence. The salts 

were left to dry on the skirt of the dancer in various 

patterns, and the stage was darkened. The effect was 

astounding. The particles of light seemed to float in the a 

air. The salts, that were utilized by Loie Fuller in 1910, 

were of the same family as the fluorescent paints of today 

that are activated by ultra-violet lights.-̂ -' Since ultra

violet light mxB not available to Lole, she activated her 

glowing objects by pure radium. The world ims not aware of 

the deadly rays emitted by that newly discovered element. 

^^Ibld« 

53Morlnnl, p. 46. 
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Lole wrote about her "invisible" light some years after her 

first usage of iti 

I suppose I am the only person who is known as 
a dancer but who has a personal preference for 
Science. It is the great scheme of my life. 
In Paris I have a laboratory where I employ' six 
men. Every penny I earn goes to that. I do not 
save for my old age. I do not care what liapiDcns 
then. Everything goes to my laboratory. 

I have had some success, for I have invented 
a process for treating cloth x̂ ith phosphorescent 
salts. Scientiiitr; in Paris worl̂ ccl iiith me, 
but it was reserved for me to discover tliat by 
striping a fabric witli the stiff salts, I could 3 
produce a strong and beautiful glow at an exT>ense i 
of about ^600 a pound, l̂ .rt of my hair Tjas b:_own ! 
off in an explosion while I was experimenting ? 
in ny 3.aboratory, and it made a great sensation j 
In the neighborhood. The people called me a j 
"s/itc't, a sorcjl^re. lly hair will not alj. grow \ 
again, but I do not carc^** 

The "Invisible" light or "cold" light as the press named it, 

was introduced to the public In the "Radiî m Dance" which 

was dedicated to the memory of the departed Pierre Curie. 

This was the first theatrical use of luminous phosphores

cent effects. The importance of this Innovation was commented 

upon by Jules Claretie, who was director of the Comedie 

Q 

Franca is e at the time of writing: 

It is certain that new capacities are developing J 
in theatrical art, and that iliss Loie Fuller will * 
have been responsible for an Important contri
bution. I should not venture to say how she has 
created her light effects, but she has actually 
been turned out by her landlord because of an 
explosion in her apparatus." 

54London Sketch. 1918, as cited by Morinni, p. ^5. 

^^Jules Claretie, Par^s Gazette. July 12, 1916, 
as cited by Morinni, p. ̂ 3-
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"Her employment of the excitant and the fluorescent mater

ial in the same container with the resulting *cold" light is 

the first radical departure in lighting since the dis

coveries of Edison half a century ago. . . ."^^ 

Loie Fuller's experiments were concentrated in 

four areas; color; spotlights; projectors; and fluorescent 

salts. These were her closely guarded secrets. Her 

tmijavering belief in her dance theory had paved the way 

for her new usages of electric lighting, and this maintained 

her prominence over all of her followers and imitators. 

Isadora Duncan, I/>le's one time protege, records in her 

^ook. My Life, a performance of Loie Fuller. Miss Duncan 

was obviously Impressed by the technical innovations that 

she witnessed. 

Before our very eyes she turned to many colored 
shining orchids, to a wavering flowing sea-
flower and at length to a spiral-like lily, all 
magic of Merlin, the sorcery of light, color, 
flooring form. What an extraordinary genius. . . , 
she was one of the first original inspirations 
of light and changing color—She became light.^' 

These new techniques were not Intended to be thrown to the 

public and unauthorized imitators. Only the staff of 

hand-picked electricians knew the workings of the effects. 

Each time the lights were placed for a performance, I,ole 

personally supervised the operation. Only a few trusted 

staff members of ihe Fuller Dance Studio were inferned on 

^^oriiini, p. ̂ 3» 

370uncan, p. 91. 
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the operation of these effects. It is from the accotmts 

of these trustees or their close relations, as in the 

case of Miss Nolan and her nephew, Mr. Nicoll, that the 

operation of the effects have become known. Descriptions 

of the performances by members of the audience give clues 

to what took place. It is a very Interesting project to 

attempt to imitate the dance and lighting of Miss Fuller 

by the use of modem Instruments and techniques. By a 

study of the lighting of the time and the music of the 

period, a definite atmosphere is created in the mind of the 

person attempting to reproduce the dances of Lole Fuller. 

The writer presented a dance and light shor-r at 

Texas Technological College in the summer of 1964, that 

was styled after the dance, music, and lighting of Loie 

Fuller.58 The effects that were true to her theories gave 

a stimulating program of lighting effects, greatly aided 

by dance movement that was modeled after many pictures of 

the original dances of Puller. The niislc of Hies Fuller's 

favorite composer, Debussy, furnished the third element of 

Lole Fuller's aesthetic theory of light, music, and dance. 

Over half of the artist's life was dedicated to experiments 

similar to the one program described. All of these effects 

related to her search to find a perfect harmony of music, 

light, and movement. 

58£ofer to Appendix, which is a record of a 
laboiatory dance and light show, utilizing the theories 
of Lole Fuller. 



CHAPTER V 

LOIE FULLER'S CONTRIBUTIONS TO STAGE LIGHTING 

Changes in the Arts? 1900 

Influenced by the revolution of art and science 

at the turn of the century, Lole Fuller was a product of 

her times. Old ideals were being challenged by mociom 

ideas. As a modernist. Miss Fuller was involved with the 

changes In dance, theatre, music, painting, science, 

psychology, and architecture. 

The new methods of painting were a ">reat influence 

on Loie's color schemes and dance movements. She T^S greatly 

swayed by oriental culture. As a manager, she had two 

Japanese companies, and introduced Hanako and Sada Yacco, 

two Japanese actresses, to Europe. The dance movements 

of her students often imitated the stylized ones of the 

oriental theatre.^ She also Imitated the art of James 

Whistler and Degas. Whistler had painted his "Peacock 

Room," and the Irrldescent plumage of the peacock's tail 

was a badge for the new art trend which honored the acci

dental irrldescence of a film of oil freely spread over 

water. This led to Loie's use of Irrldescent slides, first 

^Kermode, p. 21. 

02 
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used in "Radium." The arts and crafts tliat were popular 

molded the dancer's productions. The running glazes of 

Chinese jars and vases studded with insect wings influenced 

the colors that she used in her lighting plots and costumes. 

The yellow and deep reds that were used so often in the 

oriental culture were Loie's most popular combination of 

color. Tlie gla.ss s vakes of the artist Liaiq̂ ue suggested the 

spiral weaving movement of the dancer's costumes as she 

moved across the stage, and her use of the nulti-colored 

silks started a fad, which proved hî 'hly :>rofitable to 

Loie's friend Kiss Holan.'̂  

In 189''4', the T3elgian architect Van do V::ldo t-Tas 

the apostle of the new ideas that were clî .nglng the arts. 

One of his followers, Heii -i Sauva-^e, built a beautiful 

theatre for Loie in the Paris Universal Erposition of 1900, 

which was the only ciianple of this new ideal in architec

ture at the Exposition. It was here that the Japanese 

actors and dancers were presented to European audiences, 

and in this theatre William Btitler Teats observed the dancer 

and her oriental comjianles, which ho called "Loie's Chinese 

Dancers.''3 

This revolution was expressed in all of the arts, 

and in the world of music the leading exponent was Claude 

jjohusoy. Lole Puller used the music of Debussy, because 

^Morinni, p. 5^* 

3lbid.. p. ̂ 5« 
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their theories of art were closely related, and Loie felt 

that his music lent itself to her desire to create a per

fect harmony between the elements of the dance, music, sjid 

light. Lole frequently used the music of tho composers of 

the modem trend to create her dances. Following World 

War I, she produced a "Hell Fire" scene for the Paris Opera 

production of Berlioz' "Damnation of Faust."^ Lole would 

revive her dances if she heard new music themes that she 

felt would express the feeling of the dance movement better 

than the original accompaniment. In 1922, she presented 

a revival of her popular "Salome", using the music of 

Florent Schmltt.^ Loie Fuller's wish to bring a true har

mony between music and the dance movement won her the 

respect of the composers of her time. Thoy would often 

supervise her rehearsals in oi^er to help the dancer accom-

6 
pllsh her wishes. 

Lole Puller's association with the Curies and li. 

Plammarion led to her Boientific attitudes in research. 

Her studio was operated like a scientific laboratory, and 

a permanent staff of technicians vrorked on the aesthetic 

problems presented by the fejsime de lumine. Her friendship 

with the Curies resulted in her experiments with radium 

ĵtbld. 

^Kermode, p. 22. 

"Modem Dance and Music," Dance Ilagazine XIX 
(riarch, 1939), 3^. 
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and fluorescent salts. The use of these compounds in order 

to create a mysterious glow iras mentioned by Cla,re Ilorinni 

in Dance Index as the first radical departure In stage 

lighting since the incandescent lajap was dê '̂ lo-̂ od.̂  

il. Plammarion ims also one of La Loie's advisors. 'Jith his 

aid, she was able to conduct tests to improve the spot

lights that xirere in use during the early 1900's. The 

eminent French astronomer's knowledge of optometries led 

to improved light output efficiency in spotlights. They 

also designed and constmcted a stage projector that used 

glass slides with gelatin, and in addition Planoiarloa 

loaned the dancer photographic :»lateG picturing Halley's 

comet, the moon's surface, and other wonders of the uni

verse. It was Flamzaarion who suggested Loie's psychologi

cal experiments concemi3ag the effects of color on the 

blind. Since a new trend of psychological experimenta

tion had become popular around 1902, these tests were in 

keeping with the times. 

By advancing her theories of natural movements in 

dance, Loie Fuller became known as a rebel against the 

classical dance. The ballet of this tine had become 

artificial and stilted in movement. It was a progression 

of unrealistic gestures. The movement vras void of feeling 

and was often independent of the spirit of the music. The 

"^Morinni, p. 51-

^Puller, pp. 111-18. 
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emphasis of formal ballet was a strict observance of dance 

position and timed beats. It had lost its association to 

the folk dance from which it had been bom. The dance had 

become a spectacle for only those of high society and iras 

a social "must" rather than a cultural influence.9 The 

revival of the Can-Can in Paris was the first successful 

deviation from this rigid form, accordingly the popularity 

given to the "American" dancer was another blow to the 

formal dance. This artiste won popularity in Paris over

night with her "Seipentine Dance" and became the symbol 

of freedom for the dance. Her dance Ideals gave rise to a 

new school of dance, the modem dance. Isadora Duncan, the 

barefoot dancer from America, was first presented to Europe 

by her fellow countrymen, and she is usually accredited as 

the first of the pure modem dancers. Maud Allen was 

encouraged by Loie to give up her mediocre career as a 

pianist and to strike out on her orni as a dancer in the 

new art of modem dance. Ruth St. Dennis, another great 

modernist, sat starry-eyed in the Lole Fuller Theatre at 

the Paris Exposition of 1900 as she observed the dance 

innovations of the "fairy of light".^^ This strong revolu

tion in the dance form led to the reformation of the ballet. 

Serglus Deaghllev, a Russian Impresario, changed the stilted 

ballet to a media of true feeling of expression. This 

^Troy Kinny and Margaret West Kinnv, The Dance 
(New York, Frederick A. Stokes Compeuay, 192^), p. 91-101. 

l%orinnl, p. ̂ 5. 
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reform was a direct result of the mounting pressure applied 

by the trend to "nature in art" of modem dance. Diaghilev 

realized the need for a change, and he received his ideas 

for true emotion from this opposing faction of his art. 

He "borrmred" his ideals from the modernist and applied 

them to his own foiroal training.^^ Therefore, Lole Fuller's 

dance theories not only gave birth to a nan dance ideal, 

but also led indirectly to the reformation of the formal 

danco that she so bitterly opposed. 

Lole Puller was primarily involved XTlth her dances 

and was not concerned with creating a na^i lighting system. 

Her innovations were never categoriced nor organized into 

a light theory as were those ideas of Adolph Appia. However, 

the concepts of modem stage lighting are based upon the sa.iic 

principles that were first employed by the American who 

became so popular in Paris. According to Samuel Selden and 

Himton Sellman in their book, Stap:e Scenery and Li/^hting. 

the functions of good stage lighting are; selective visi

bility i revelation of foimi Illusion of nature; composition; 

and mood.^^ Loie Puller used all of these techniques in the 

efforts of lighting her dances. 

The foremost rGoulrement of stare lir̂ hting is the 

i-Trcy Kinny and Margaret West Kinny, p. 1̂1-3. 

-'̂ Sa.miel Selden, and Hunton D. Sellman, Stage 
.qcQ̂ erv and LJPChting (New York: Appleton-Centiu^y-Crofts, 
inc., 1959), p. 220. 
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illumination 'f the actors. In the early years of the 

theatre, the technicians were only concerned with lighting 

the actors so that an audience could see the facial expres

sions; therefore, selective visibility is a relp̂ tively 

new concept In stage lighting. The gas borders of the 

mld-nlneteenth centu3*y, and the Incandescent bordex*lights 

popular at the turn of the century could licht the stage 

well enotigh to allow the audience to see the actors' faces, 

but the glow of the gas and the glare of the white incan

descent lamps were not favorable for comfortable viewing. 

This system did not allow the stage to be lit in varying 

degrees, giving emphasis to desired areas of the stage. 

The development of the spotlight with its control of light 

led to the use of selective visibility. 

By txsing spotlights, the lights or the stage can 

be controlled to allow comfortable viewing without the 

strain of too much light or the fatigue of looking at a 

dimly lit area. The second advantage of selective visi

bility that was not fulfilled by the borderlights is the 

ability to emphasize different areas of the stage. With 

the use of spotlights, the attention of the audience can be 

focused on the area of the stage with the greater light 

intensity. "̂3 This same desire to focus the attention of 

the audience ims a part of Miss Puller's theories of dance 

and light. Her first concept of one of her original dances 

^^Ibld> 
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called for a single shaft of yellow light. This is one 

of the earlier attempts to single out a desired area of 

attention to an audience. The dancer's Iraprovements on th( 

spotll^ts of this era was a result of her desire to achieve 

this effect. Since Miss Fuller did not employ a means for 

varying the light output of her spotlights, her effects 

were not of a subtle nature. The contrasts were between 

lights at ftill bright and areas of the stage in total dark

ness. Crude as the effect may be in an aesthetic sense, 

technically it was similar to present methods of area con

trol over stage lighting. Selective visibility was one of 

the first concepts of lighting that vjas dealt xrith in the 

dancer's search for "perfect" harmony of light and move

ment. 

Revelation of Form 

When the stages were lighted with the glare of the 

border lights, the actors and scenery had an uninteresting 

two dimensional look because there was no evidence of 

highlight or shadow. The light filled the stage with a 

monotonous, even glare, and there was no variety of light. 

I^odem light designers place great emphasis on the "revela

tion of form", or "molding" the stage with light. This 

is achieved, today, by a process of specific illumination. 

By selecting the proper position to place the light soxirce, 

the light designer can cause the Instruments to cast sha

dows on the actors face. He can also control these shadovrs 

so that they reveal the facial features of the actor, and 
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give the actor the third dimension of depth. Under an 

even glow of light, the actors' faces seem to "imsh out" 

leaving them void of expression. By the asc of the revela

tion of form function of stage lightinc, the actord" faces 

are accentuated with expressive shadotrs. Another area of 

revelation of form is the separation of the actor and his 

background. This is to prevent the actor from fading; into 

the background, or to enhance the desired perspective of 

the background.-^ Hevolation In form ;7as accomplished in 

another manner by Jean Rosenthal, a prominent lichting 

designer on Broadtmy today. She projected light from above 

the actor at every possible degree. This gave the actor 

a "jcirel" quality as he stood out from his surroundincc. 

Revelation of fona by specific illumination end the jewel 

method were both used by Lole Fuller. She lit her dancers 

from every angle possible. The "Fire Dance" required a 

light from directly below the dancer. Also in this dance 

were llŝ its "so angled that they illuminated the cloth 

wings of the costume from behind, leaving the face of the 

dancer dark."^^ Light playing in the folds of her costumes 

was of a primary concern to the dancer, and she tested 

maJiy different effects in order to improve the revelation 

of form through lighting in hor dances. She used pools of 

colored light to vary the shadows of the dajiccr. Her effects 

^̂ Ifeiî i PP* 220-23. 

^^Ibld.. pp. 220. 
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were not as subtle as today because she employed harsh 

contrasts of color to produce the desired slia.dows. Loie's 

revela^tion of form T̂-as achieved by use of spotlights care

fully placed in proper relation to the dancers. 

Illusion of Nature 

This function includes the use of artificial lights 

to create the illusion of natural light. In order to achieve 

this, light designers create natural appearing sliadows by | 

the use of additive color mixture. By using this system, 

they can select appropriate color for the highlight and 

its complement color for the shadow; however, designers 

are free to vary the hues of light they choose, but the 

basic principle of "hot" side, highlight, and "cool" side, 

shado^TS, holds true. Another method of creating the illusion 

of nature xfith stage lighting is by varying the tone of 

the general illumination to designate daylight or night. 

Loie Fuller was not attempting to create a natural

istic effect on stage. She was interested in stimulating 

an omoiiion or mood through the use of color. The colors 

she used were of deep, rich, satura-ted hues, that are not 

perceived by the eye in natural sunlight or interior lamps 

indoors, because her aim was to express emotion that was 

deeper than the superficial mask of reality. However, the 

method of lighting her dancers was the first use of addi

tive lighting, which is the very system that allorred natural 

lighting effects on the stage. Additive color mixture 

allorrs the designer to control the color relationship between 



the highlights and shadows on the stage. When unsaturated 

hues are employed, a very natural effect is the result, 

as is the general practice in today's theatre, but when 

strong hues are employed, a highly unrealistic effect occurs. 

The latter use of additive color ire.s first used by Loie 

Puller. She utilized this system to achieve two desired 

effects. She wanted to illuminate her dancers in a number 

of colors as they moved across the stage. By the use of 

two spotlights, the dancer was lit by three hues. The area 

where both lights mixed was a different color from the two 

fringe areas. Illuminated by only one light source. There

fore, a dancer which had a glow of amber light from the 

body could have arms of red and green. A second use was the 

colored shadorrs projected on the cyclorama. behind the 

dancers. This process is explained in chapter IV of this 

text. The light art3i,ste's desire to breaJi through the 

superficial mask of reality into a world of emotion was 

ironically fulfilled by the same principle tliat Is used 

today for natural stage lighting effects. 

Q<mp9§xno^ 
Composition refers to the use of lights as an 

element of design.^^ under this definition, this fimction 

of stage lighting overlaps into the other functions. As 

an element of design, composition may include; natural or 

vmnatural light effects; the manner in which composition is 

^^Ibid.. pp. 223-25. 
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achieved; the uses of selective visibility; or any amount 

Of combinations and mixtures of the other functions of light

ing design. Because this ftmction Is difficult to dis

tinguish from the other functions, especially tliat of reve

lation of form, it has often been neglected and in early 

lighting texts is usually omitted from the list of light 

functions. This function can be easily omitted by the 

text books, but it cannot be overlooked in theatre prac

tice. Loie Fuller was never aware of her use of li/̂ ht 

composition, but the manner In which she used lights dic

tated a compositional factor in stage lights. Lighting 

was one of her basic elements of harmony. She relied on 

lighting to establish the mood, set the scene, lay out the 

dancing area, and reveal the dancers. The dances were 

choreographed around the moods and themes that the lights 

created in Loie's mind. Her natural tendencies of 

lighting resulted in her being ahead of her time in the 

usage of lights as an element of design. 

MQ04 

From the very first moment of her dance career, 

Lolo Fuller Mas concerned with the control of the emotion 

of the audience through ll^t and movement. Her first 

Serpentine dance was solely based on the changing moods 

that she wished to create within her audience, as i4as her 

final dance, "Shadow Ballet*' in 19275 accordingly all of 

hor experiments with spotlights, materials, color, and 

fluorescent salts were in accordance with her desire to 
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control her audience's mood.. She realised that mood was 

the most Important resu: t of her lighting techniques. 

Today, establisliment of the proper mood is considered the 

result of good lighting design employing the other four 

functions correctly,17 and, as In modem practices, Loie 

Puller's goal in lighting was to create the mood that best 

reinforced the action on the stage. The experiments that 

Lole Fuller conducted in stace lighting aided her tech

nician to achieve the mood lighting that Lole desired. 

Anticipating the modem stage practices, Lole realized that 

all of the fu.nctlons of stage lighting combined in an organ

ized manner could give the artist a control over the emotional 

values conveyed to the audience. Her experiments with 

Incandescent spotlights included all of the basic functions 

of lighting that are advocated in today's theatre; however, 

her experiments were not limited to only these things. 

In addition, Lole Fuller tested elements that glow in the 

dark and a method of projecting scenery on a backdrop. 

P3,ao?̂  gpiht̂ , mt^9^^ 

An area of lighting that has not been utilized to 

any great extent since its first use by Lole Fuller is the 

phenomena of elements that will glow in the dark. For Miss 

Fuller, these were fluorescent salts activated by radium; 

but today these are paints and materials of the same 

17w. Oren Parker and Harvey K. Smith, Scene Desî ffp 
and Stage Lighting (New York: Holt, Rlnehart, and Winston, 
Inc.; 19^3)t p. 2V6. 
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origin that are excited by ultra-violet rays, or blac': 

light. Her experiments with these compounds trere th2 first 

of their kind.l^ Unfortimately, the use of thic effect lias 

not been developed to a much greater degree t'lan its first 

asâ ê by Loie Puller in her tribute to the Curies, "riâ diua". 

Activating these compoimds with indium tras discontinued 

after it was learned of the deadly rays that vrere emitted 

from it, but since that time the same general effect is 

possible through the use of black li.'̂ ht. This lic'it cannot 

be perceived by the eye, but is absorbed by fluorescent mate

rials and is re-emmitted as visible light. Even though ultra

violet llr̂ ht is easier and safer than the use of radiu::!, its 

development for the theatre has been negligible. Occasion

ally when black light is used on stage, it is in the very 

same mamier as Loie's usage in the early 1900'c. Because 

this lighting development is lying inanimate for theatrical 

purposes, It will be a matter of time before this l.rt of 

the dancer's art to theatre can be truly evaluated. 

aal^SlSi-Sceneix 

A projected scene on the cyclorama, depicting the 

surface of the moon, served as the exciting background for 

Loie Fuller's ballet "Nuages". The projected slide was 

used to strengthen the desired mood for the dance, but more 

tuiiquely, it set the scene for the dance. This same prin

ciple is being championed by such theatre men as theatre 

l%orlnni, p. 51 • 
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designers James Hull Mlller^^ and Richard Southern,'-^ 

their belief being that this system will allow a greater 

flexibility in staging productions of any kind. Loie 

Puller demonstrated its flexibility in 1906 with her dance 

that was accompanied by Debussy's "La Mer". During this 

production, a projected scene of the French seacoast 

determined the locality of the dance. Once during the pro

duction, a likeness of Debussy was superimposed or; the scene 

"Radlttm" used symbolic multi-color slides of irrldescence 

to s;̂ Tibolise the dance theme. This incident demonstrated 

another use of the projector. Richard Southern lists the 

symbolic use of projected scenery in the modem theatre 

as one of its most notable advantages ov r standard scenic 

methods. Loie Puller's use of the projector was still 

another extension of her desire to esta'jlish the p37oper 

mood for her dances and her wish to imitate nature.^^ 

r^ic Fuller. A Pipnecr in Lirhtlnr. J)ont^^ 

Loie Ĵ'n.illor Tjas not primarily interost'̂ d in stage 

lighting for the drajna of her period. She tras a dancer 

ajid her experiments wer^ to civo her dancer the advantages 

that she could derive from the advancements in star;e light

ing; hmfover, the lir;hting methods that she enployod !iave 

l^james Hull Miller, "Before You Build Tl\at Theatre," 
2jjgaSlS-A£iS» XIV (August, 1961), SS-SQ. 

Faber and Faber, Ltd., 19 

^^Ibid.. p. 306. 

>en Stage 
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become basic units in the function of stage lic:htinc. 

nios Fuller did not wish to have her teclinical secrets 

disclosed, and she guarded her achievements. Her auto

biography purposely avoids any lengthy discussion of spe

cific effects, but it did, however, discuss her theories 

of light and color, music, and dance which discloses t'le 

reasons for her experiments. From other sources, it con 

be ijincovered that she constantly tested in order to achieve 

her unity of the elen./ats of light, nusic, and d̂ aice. She 

was a pioneer in the establishment of lood liclitlnc by 

onploylng the sa::ic techniques of lichting that arc prac

ticed by lighting uesigners of the t̂ ieatre of toda:;. Her 

use of additive color is first recorded in 18925 si:r years 

before Adolph Appia's book, llusio aîid the; ,Art of the Theatre. 

created any real popularity for the use of electric li<:ht-

Inf:;. Her \xsc of lighting to demonstrate the locality 

is before any other attempts in the field3 as is hf.* sym

bolic use of projected scenery. Mer view on the mood that 

could be created by lighting properties is one of the 

first recorded. She brought forth an idea of unity of the 

elements of movement, music and light, which has been 

strengthened in theatre practices toc!a,y. If her auto

biography had revealed her technical secrets and their 

relationship to her theory of art form, instead of dis

cuss ing at length the many famous persons in the rcaln of 

her friends, the pioneers of modem lighting and stage 

practices vrould definitely Include the name of Loie Fuller, 
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the first lady of light and dance. Phillip Carr of the 

ITew York Times remarked in his obituary for Loie Puller 

tiiat "she was an American dancer xrho sponsored Sada Yacco, 

and Isadora Duncan, but even more important was her con

tribution to the lighting techniques of the sta^c. A 

contribution that cannot be evaluated at this time, 1928 

but remains for the future to disclose."^^ 

^^PhlUlp Carrt Mew York Times. January 291 1928. 
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APi'EITDIX 

On July 6, 196^, at the University Theatre, a 

(graduate class in stage lighting desicr. precentod an 

experimental ligliting chow. The program presented three 

original dances t>iat were lit by the students of the clasc. 

The third section of the p3X>gram wan tlip.t of the pre cent 

trriter sind itmis an Imitation of liOio Fuller. The novcncnt 

Of this dance was choreographed from a study of litho

graphs and photographs of Loie in characteristic posec 

of her dancing style. The costume waa also nodcled from 

the reproductions of Hiss Fuller. The nusic \7f\0 cjclected 

from Deburjsy whon lAlo Puller referred to ac the best 

example of the now art in music. The production irac: done 

to Iberia in order to rtirmlat- 'n originâ l dance us inc 

the dance style of Loie Puller. 

The emphasis of this Loie Fiaier section wac, as 

was the entire production, on the lightinc effects that 

oould be derived from the instruments at hond and, of course, 

fit the emotional values of the dance. The progran used 

lighting effects that were a pert of Loie P̂ iller's reper

toire. Tlic effects used were: lighting the dancer from 

directly below, backlighting, halo-lighting, slde-li-hting, 

varying color on the cyclorama, additive color nixtures, 

Drojeotlons and ultra-violet lighting effects. 
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Lighting the dancer from below the stage level 

creates a startling effect which seems to fill the costume 

Of the dancer and the light does not appear to be emitted 

from any sourcei therefore, the dancer scene to contain an 

inner glow. This effect vras introduced by Loie in her 

"Fire Dance'*.^ Backlighting, or *'rim'̂  lighting as it is 

called in television practice, is accomplished by lighting 

the dancer from the side a-way from the audience, causing 

the edges of the figure to be lit without the face of the 

dancer being lit. These two effects comprised the openinr,: 

of the dance program. A flood of amber light lit the 

dancer from below, as a fire red light lit the left side 

of the *Vlnsed" costume and a magenta light source illum

inated the riglit. Backlighting was described by Loie 

Puller in her description of the "Fire Dance" in the 

London Sketoh.^ 

Halo-lighting ic a descriptive term referring to 

lights directly above the stage, projecting pools of light 

upon the stage floor. When a number of these lights are 

used, employing many colors, a figure moving from one pool 

to the next seems to change colors. Miss Fuller used thin 

effect to vary the emotional aspects of the danceo. Thic 

effect used in conjunction with side-lighting of the experi

mental dance program. Side-lighting imc Loie Puller's 

first use of spotlights, as she placed ttro instruments on 

Morinni, p. ̂ 5. 

Ibid. 
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opposite sides of the stage level. B̂- varyinr: the "pools** 

Of light from above and the colors of the side-lichtinc: 

instruments, the lighting operator could control the lightinc 

effects so that they would fit the emotional aspects of the 

dance. 

This emotional atmosphere was further aided by the 

use of one more of Loie Fuller's lighting devicec, the pro

jector. Different slides were projected upon the cyclo-

raiaa. to oupport the mucic ajid the dancl^og, chanrinr constant

ly ac the dance pros'i'"cssed. 

Additive color mixtures were used const£?jitly as a 

part of the other effects. The ori::iixal effect mixed ĉ jaber, 

red, and magenta to give shadowc and hichlichtG of thcce 

colors, with shades of orange irhere the three colors cori-

blned. The many pooln of colored light overlapped to 

create a mlxtxare of light. Alr>o the llGhtinc instruments 

at the sides of the stacc i.ii:icd the colors on the dancer. 

The colore on the cyoloraiia were blended in such a 

manner as to create an atmosphere to further c;up;:'ort the 

daxice. The opening scene depleted a cyrji backdrop, formed 

by a flood of blue and crcon lic-b-tc, and blended to sides 

of 0TB.nc,0 9 foiled by green and red lights. These colors 

were varied as the theme of the dance changed. The colors 

formed the background for the projections triat appeared in 

the center of the cyclorama. 

Ultra-violet light was used three tirics during the 

performance. The first time was to give the Tihite appendages 
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of the dancer's costume en eerie alow before the flood of 

oiaber light. Secondly, a scries of fi£:ur"es were painted on 

a black background with fluorescent paint, that -las acti

vated by exposure to ultra-violet li^ht. 

The effects were regulated to a unified effect in 

order to harmonize with the movement of the clriicer exid the 

liucic of the procran in a laanner similar to the dance 

theories of Loie Puller. 








